The ultimate DRILL-PRESS TABLE
See p. 38

HOME-SHOP SHAPERS
7 great reasons to buy one
"Good Afternoon, Grizzly Imports - How May I Help You?"

Great Grizzly service starts as soon as you dial our number. Our friendly and knowledgeable customer service operators and experienced service technicians are specially trained to make your call their first concern. Placing orders, coordinating delivery, or answering technical questions, Grizzly customer service representatives will go out of their way to make you their #1 priority!

10" Super Heavy-Duty Tablesaw
G1023 $799.00
- 3 HP, 220V motor
- Table & wings are precision ground cast-iron & measure 39½" x 27½"
- Table has T-slots, miter gauge & rip fence
- Large handwheels & magnetic switch
- Shipping weight approx. 425 lbs.

15" Planer with Stand
G1021 $795.00
- 2 HP, 220V motor
- Capacity: 14"/4" W x 6" thick stock
- Infeed & outfeed rollers are chain driven
- 2-knife cutterhead
- Cast-iron table: 15" x 20" with 15" extensions on each side
- Shipping weight approx. 475 lbs.

6" Jointer
G1182 $375.00
- 1 HP, 110/220V, ball-bearing motor
- Exclusive 47" bed length
- 3 knife ball-bearing cutterhead
- Shipping weight approx. 250 lbs.

10" Heavy-Duty Tablesaw
G1022 $375.00
- 1½ HP, 110V/220V motor
- 2 cast-iron extension wings
- Table size with extension wings 27½" x 40½"
- Table top & wings are precision ground cast-iron
- Table has T-slots & miter gauge
- Shipping weight approx. 270 lbs.

16" Drum Sander
G1079 $795.00
- Single phase, 220V, 1½ HP, motor
- Separate ¾ HP, belt-feed motor
- Dual belt-driven sanding drums
- Heavy-duty steel cabinet
- Built-in dust collection ports
- Shipping weight approx. 325 lbs.

1½ H.P. Shaper
G1035 $425.00
- 1½ HP, 110V/220V motor
- 2 spindle speeds with 3" spindle travel
- 2 spindles: ⅞ & ½
- 2½" x 18" precision ground cast-iron table
- All ball-bearing construction
- Shipping weight approx. 225 lbs.

16" Bandsaw
G1073 $575.00
- 1½ HP, 110V/220V motor
- One piece cast-iron body
- Dust collection port & rip fence
- Micro-adjust blade guides upper & lower, takes up to 1" blade
- Table tilts 45° right and 10° left
- Shipping weight approx. 450 lbs.

Oscillating Spindle Sander
G1071 $495.00
- 1 HP, 110/220V
- Tor Spindle sizes: ⅜, ⅝, ⅞, 1¼, 1½, 2, 3, and 4"
- Cast-iron 25" x 25" table tilts to 45°
- Built-in 4" dust collection port
- Floor-to-table height of 35½"
- Shipping weight approx. 345 lbs.

Dust Collector
Sale G1029 $255.00
- 2 HP, 220V motor
- 2 4" outlets
- 1182 CFM
- Height: 78"
- Shipping weight approx. 140 lbs.

CALL FOR A FREE CATALOG!

WEST OF MISSISSIPPI
1-800-541-5537
P.O. Box 2008
Bellingham, WA 98227
Customer Service: (360) 697-0801

EAST OF MISSISSIPPI
1-800-523-4777
2405 Rush Road
Williamsport, PA 17701
Customer Service: (717) 329-3805

ALL ABOVE PRICES ARE F.O.B.
BELLMINGHAM, WA OR WILLIAMSPORT, PA

Circle No. 960
WOW! The WOOD® magazine jig-development team has done it again

The WOOD magazine jig-development team (minus Jan Svec) with its latest creation: the Super-Versatile Drill-Press Jig.

It's no secret to professional woodworkers that jigs can make their life in the shop more pleasant and productive. In fact, you'd be hard-pressed to find a cabinet shop or other commercial woodworking establishment anywhere that does not depend heavily on these super-helpful devices.

While it is doubtful that your woodworking-production requirements match those of professionals, jigs and fixtures can work wonders in your shop, too. A case in point is our Super-Versatile Drill-Press jig (see page 38 for how to build it).

A few months ago, WOOD magazine's jig-development team (from left in photo: Marlen Kemmet, Chuck Hedlund, Jim Downing, and Jan Svec—not shown) set out to devise some world-class jigs for you, our readers. And I'm happy to report that they've outdone themselves with our drill-press jig.

You really owe it to yourself to consider building this marvelous shop helper. Why? For starters, it allows you to position workpieces horizontally and vertically because of its fully adjustable table-mounting system. (The vertical table makes it possible to do end boring.) And two toggle clamps hold your workpieces securely with little effort. Clearly, our little invention is the best jig of its type we've ever seen.

In the short time we've been using this jig in the WOOD magazine shop, we've fallen in love with its flexibility and accuracy. In fact, we like it so much we've decided to mount it permanently to our drill-press table.

You say it sounds perfect, but you just don't have the time to build one? We've got a solution for that, too. We've arranged to have the company that will be supplying the hardware kit for the jig also offer a ready-to-assemble kit. You can put it together in a jiffy and use it for a lifetime. Interested in placing an order? Turn to page 40.

Until next time, may your drill press be more useful and accurate than ever.

Larry Clayton

The photograph shows the WOOD magazine jig-development team. The jig they created is described as the Super-Versatile Drill-Press Jig. The team includes Marlen Kemmet, Chuck Hedlund, Jim Downing, and Jan Svec. The jig is designed to allow for both horizontal and vertical positioning of workpieces, with adjustable clamps to hold the pieces securely. The team notes that the jig is easy to build and has proven to be both flexible and accurate in their shop. An alternative kit is available for those who prefer to purchase a ready-to-assemble version. The article encourages readers to consider building the jig to improve their woodworking experience.
33 She chips away at tradition
Make way for a whole new breed of chip carver as Missourian Pam Gresham pushes the envelope of this exciting woodworking skill.

44 7 reasons to buy a home-shop shaper
Micro-adjustable fences and router-bit adaptability make these shapers a good investment.

68 Wood under sail
You'll marvel at how volunteer woodworkers are restoring a 1774-vintage wooden ship.

73 The WOOD gang builds kit furniture
Yes, Virginia, real woodworkers do build kit furniture. Four of our own staff tell about their experiences with a variety of kits.
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38 The super-versatile drill-press table
Quite simply, the best jig of its type we've ever seen. You'll want to build it.

50 Flamingos under glass
A marvelously creative scrollsaw project that you can build in an evening or less.

52 Head-of-the-class study desk
We used plywood for this teen desk to keep building costs and building time at a minimum.

58 Classic candlestick
With our step-by-step instructions, this Colonial-styled project is a cinch to turn.

60 Fantastic futon
Judging from the reaction we've had around the office, you're going to love this stylish sofa.
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There's no need to settle for a ho-hum mailbox when there are designs like this one around.
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Deserve the best cuts

When your work requires absolute precision and quality cuts, there is no substitute for the Freud LU85 -- at any price.

The LU85 produces a flawless cut that requires no sanding. It eliminates chipping and will improve the fit and beauty of your most demanding projects.

Only the award winning LU85 can give you this kind of performance, because no other blade is manufactured with the same care, strict tolerances and fine materials.

The exclusive long-life, titanium-bonded micro-grain carbide tips are ground with special angles, and the laser-cut extra stiff plate is bonded with a thick layer of Teflon® using a special process. This allows the blade to glide through the wood and eliminates pitch build-up.

The LU85 is a precision cut-off saw, ideal for your mitre saw or table saw, for the cutting of natural woods, low pressure laminates and mouldings.

Freud®
Precisely what you need.

218 Feld Ave. • High Point, NC 27264

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIZE</th>
<th>TEETH</th>
<th>BORE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8&quot;</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>5/8&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9&quot;</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>5/8&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10&quot;</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>5/8&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12&quot;</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>1&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14&quot;</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>1&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15&quot;</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>1&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The lowdown on PLASTIC T-MOLDING

Ease of application and flexibility make plastic T-molding an ideal choice for plywood projects with curved edges or rounded corners, such as our student desk (page 52). Here are some hints and tricks to help you cut the molding, take it around corners, and trim it to width.

When it comes to finishing plywood edges, nothing does the job quite as easily as plastic T-molding. You just slot the edge of the wood and tap in the T-molding—so called because of its T-shaped cross-section. Fins on the molding’s spline wedge it in place without fasteners or glue.

The tools for T-molding
First, you’ll need some means of cutting a 3/8” slot along the edge of the wood. We found that a slot cutter chucked in a router gives the best results by far. Most router-bit suppliers list a 3/8” slot cutter in their catalogs. (See the Buying Guide on page 57 for the source we used.)

Other tools you’ll need include 3/8” and 1” wood chisels, heavy scissors or tin snips, and a non-marring mallet.

For accurate butt joints and miters, you’ll need a trimming block like the one shown below right. Make one from a piece of scrapwood about 2x4x8”.

Installing T-molding
Follow along as we run through a typical job, edging a tabletop.

Begin by routing a 3/8” slot around the tabletop’s edge. Typical slot cutters form a 3/8” deep groove, plenty deep for the molding’s spline. Center the slot on the edge.

Measure around the edge to determine the length of molding you’ll need, add a few inches to the result, then snap this amount from the coil. Heavy scissors or tin snips will cut the molding easily, but not very neatly. To trim the molding more precisely, grab the trimming block and a sharp 1” wood chisel. Use the block for square cuts or, as shown above right, 45° miter-cuts.

Cutting the molding
Mark the cutting point on the back of the molding’s face. For the most exact fit, mark the cuts with a utility knife or scribe as you install the molding.

For a miter-cut, place the end of the molding facedown on a piece of scrapwood. Slide the trimming block’s groove over the molding’s spline, bringing the point on the block to the mark. Then, press down on the block and slice the molding with the chisel as shown.

Make a 90° cut the same way, using the square end of the trimming block. When cutting with the chisel and block, keep the back of the chisel firmly against the end of the trimming block as you cut the molding. You’ll need a sharp chisel to make neat, clean cuts.

TRIMMING BLOCK
Sawblade kerf 1/2” deep

Simple straight cuts in the spline help the molding bend into inside corners. Space them evenly along the length of the curve.

Tap it into place
Trim the starting end square, then start installing the molding along a straight run where a joint will be least conspicuous, perhaps on the back or on an end. Press the spline into the slot. Then, feeding the molding through one hand, press it into place with the other.

Continued on page 6
It looks like a planer, but that's just half the story. JET's new combination tool both planes and molds—with a simple change of cutters. Offering a 13" planing capacity and more than 40 molding cutter sets, the JET planer/molder is two tools for the price of one: about $799. Plus, JET will send you a $50 rebate when you buy before 2/28/96.

Call 1-800-274-6848 to receive a free demonstration video showing planing and molding, or for the name of your local JET distributor.
The lowdown on PLASTIC T-MOLDING

Continued from page 4

Once you have pressed a short length into place by hand, hammer it in with the non-marring mallet. If you don’t have one, hold scrapwood over the molding while you tap it into place with a hammer. Drive the molding straight in; don’t try to stretch it along the edge by “pushing” it with the mallet.

Going around corners
T-molding bends easily around sweeping curves, but tighter turns and rounded corners call for a little chiseling. A few cuts in the molding’s spline will help it negotiate turns with a radius as small as ½”.

You’ll know immediately when you reach an outside curve that’s too sharp. The spline will buckle and wrinkle; you won’t be able to force it into the slot. The solution is simple.

Using a ½” chisel, cut V-shaped notches in the spline, as shown below right. (Using a narrow chisel prevents damage to the edges of the molding.) Then, the spline can bend sharply, as shown below, far right, allowing the molding to conform to the edge.

Inside curves are even easier. A few straight cuts into the spline will allow it to expand to match the curve, as shown previous page, bottom.

Right-angle outside corners call for a standard miter joint, as shown below left. Miter-cut both sides of the corner with the 45° trimming block and chisel. Generally, though, it’s better to go with radiused corners. Miter-cut corners are liable to snack and pull loose.

Where one molding intersects another, cut the end of the stopped molding at a 45° angle. The angle-cut end will lie over the other molding’s edge, giving a more finished appearance.

Work on around the tabletop until you return to the starting point. The loose end must meet up with the starting end to form a tight butt joint for best appearance. Mark, then trim the loose end with the trimming block and chisel. It may take some trial and error to finish the edging neatly.

Trimming the edge
The molding measures ¼” wide to allow for one of its common uses: edging a ¾”-thick panel with ¼”-thick plastic laminate on one face. You’ll need to shave the molding down for use on plain panels.

You can trim it easily after installation. Wrap a piece of masking tape around the end of your 1” chisel, leaving about ¼” of the cutting edge exposed at one side, as shown below. Shear off the excess material by sliding the chisel along the face of the panel as shown. Why not just use a narrower chisel? Because the wide blade gives broader support and results in a neat, flush edge.

Photographs: John Hetherington
Illustration: Roxanne LeMoline

With the blade taped to prevent damage to the wood, a 1” chisel neatly shears the molding edge flush with the panel face.

Cut the notches in the spline all the way to the back of the molding. Make sure the wood is smoothly curved.
OK, Hold It.

Now Spread 'Em.

The innovative POWER PRESS™ Pipe Clamp, from the makers of QUICK-GRIP® Bar Clamps, is more than just a pipe clamp. By simply reversing the two movable clamping sections, it quickly becomes a spreader. Perfect for all kinds of woodworking applications, the POWER PRESS Pipe Clamp can do anything a regular pipe clamp can do, only faster. It works on both threaded and unthreaded pipe. And two rubber pads keep gripping surfaces from marring your work. The most versatile pipe clamp to hit the shelves, the POWER PRESS Pipe Clamp is going to revolutionize the way you work.

Look for it wherever quality tools are sold.

PowerPress™

AMERICAN TOOL COMPANY, INC.

FROM THE MAKERS OF QUICK-GRIP® BAR CLAMPS
from these 54 listings!

1. **CMT TOOLS**—The exciting 3D Router Carver™ headlines a huge selection of router bits, blades, knives, hand tools and more in CMT’s new 64-page color catalog. $2.00

2. **CONSTANTINES**—1996 catalog features new woods, tools, hardware, finishes, adhesives, books, plans and fabulous new veneers. 6000+ products. Prompt shipping FREE.

3. **COUNTRY ACCENTS**—Exciting addition to woodworking projects. Priced metal panels, 100's of designs, sizes, many finishes. Do-it-yourself, too. $6.00.

4. **CP TOOLS**—Professional quality equipment for America's woodworking enthusiasts since 1953. FREE.

5. **CRAFTS SUPPLIES**—The woodworkers catalog-everything for woodworkers, beginner to professional. Pens, kits, tools, lathes and much more. $2.00.

6. **CREATIVECRAFT PLANS**—We offer over two thousand unique plans and patterns—representing over 50 companies with the most eye-catching designs. $4.00.

7. **HARBOR FREIGHT**—Thousands of quality brand name tools for the do-it-yourselfer or professional. 115 pg. FREE.

8. **HERITAGE BUILDING SPECIALS**—Enjoy the pride and satisfaction of creating a hand made masterpiece. 30+ species of quality hardwoods and feature Project-Pak. $1.00.

9. **KREG TOOL COMPANY**—Specializes in tools & supplies for pocket hole joinery, KTC high quality router bits and other cabinet & furniture making tools & supplies. 50c.

10. **LAGUNA TOOLS**—We sell band saws, combination machines, band saw blades, saw blades, router bits and router cutters. FREE.

11. **LIGNOMAT**—Mini-Ligno moisture meter reads surface or core moisture. Works on rough sawn lumber, curved or round pieces. Catalog describes complete line. FREE.

12. **Lilt OLD TOY MAKER**—Wood toys. Your craftsmanship, our great ideas. When quality counts. Kits, patterns, plans, fully assembled. $2.00.

13. **NB INDUSTRIES**—1996 catalog-HAVK Precision ULTRA scroll saw, Universal wood planers, drum sanders, Panelmaster II, router tables, & more. FREE.

14. **RED HILL CORPORATION**—Supergrit Abrasives, industrial quality sandpaper at wholesale prices. 28 page catalog and incredible close-outs FREE.

15. **THE ROUDEBUSH CO.**—Backboard bench kit with real springs, full-size instructions and matching tote table. 50c.

16. **TOOLSALE**—Division of Seven Corners Hardware Inc. Complete 444 page catalog of the most popular power tool brands at discounted prices. FREE.

17. **SJORDEN**—The original design of Sjordens workbenches is ingenious. Ability to tackle tasks of all types. Ensures better results and enjoyable work. FREE.

18. **SPECIALTY FURNITURE DESIGNS**—Our plans offer a wide range of skill levels from beginning child handcraft to the advanced adult woodworker. $3.00.

Catalogs for Craftsmen

Dept. FECS96
P.O. Box 11735
Riverton, NJ 08077-7931

TO ENSURE PROMPT HANDLING OF YOUR ORDER FOLLOW THESE INSTRUCTIONS:
- Circle your choice
- Enclose check or money order for cost of booklets plus $2.00 service charge (no stamps accepted)
- NO FOREIGN ORDERS ACCEPTED
- Send coupon and remittance to address above
- ALLOW 4-6 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY
- Coupon expires March 9, 1997

Circle numbers below corresponding to items in this issue. Please include $2.00 for handling charge.
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LOCK MITER BIT

It creates a self-aligning joint that lasts and lasts.

Welcome to our newest column. As you’ve probably noticed by reading router-bit ads or catalogs, manufacturers offer literally hundreds of router bits in every size and shape imaginable. That’s just great, but figuring out what to do with them is another matter. And that’s where we can help.

Here, we give you the inside scoop on a particular router bit. We’ll tell you the best applications for the bit, and share our secrets for getting the most out of it.

For future articles I invite you to drop me a line and tell me what bit you would like to see featured. Write to me at:
Router-Bit Review,
WOOD Magazine,
1912 Grand Avenue,
Des Moines, IA 50309-3379.
CompuServe address: 74404.351
(or) Internet: 74404.3516
@compuserve.com

Bill Krier
Assistant Managing Editor

When to use this bit
By mitering the corners of boxes and columns you can minimize the appearance of a joint line and eliminate the sight of end or edge grain altogether. However, without some form of reinforcement, such as biscuits or a spline, typical mitered joints have only fair strength, and can prove hard to align during gluing and clamping. The lock miter bit overcomes these problems by nearly doubling the gluing surface of the joint, and by cutting interlocking “fingers” that self-align the joint. (See the photo above of a column with contrasting woods.)

You also can use a lock miter bit to make strong, self-aligning edge joints, or to “lengthen” a board by end-joining two workpieces as shown above. This procedure differs just slightly from the mitering technique discussed below, and we cover it on page 14.

What you need to know about bit sizes
We’ve found lock miter bits available in two basic sizes: ¼"-shank, 2"-diameter version, and ½"-shank, 2¼"-models. We found the smaller bits work best with ⅜"-⅝"-thick materials. They require a router of at least 1 hp. The larger bits work well with materials ⅛"-1⅛" thick. With these, use a 2-3 hp, variable-speed router or router speed control set at 10,000-12,000 rpm (test various speeds to find out which works best with your material).

How to set up the bit for miter joints
Even with the step-by-step procedures outlined here, you’ll still need to make some trial-and-error test cuts to get top-quality results. So, you need to stock up on two things: scrap of the exact thickness as your workpieces, and patience.

Machine all of your workpieces to uniform thickness.
If you’re working with sheetgoods, try to make your parts from the same sheet, or from sheets produced in the same batch. Cut your workpieces to the finished width measured from the outside of one mitered corner to another as shown right.

Outside face
Cut workpiece to this width.

Continued on page 12
MAKITA HAS THE POWER TO KEEP YOU ON THE JOB.

40% MORE CAPACITY PER CHARGE.

EZ READ POWER DISPLAY

FEEL THE POWER. SEE THE POWER. USE THE POWER.
THE SUPER MAKPAK FAMILY OF CORDLESS POWER TOOLS.

Makita
IT'S ALL THE POWER YOU NEED.
2 Secure the lock miter bit into the collet of your table-mounted router (do not attempt to use this bit in a handheld router). Raise or lower it so it centers on the thickness of your workpiece. The drawing below shows you the “center” of the lock-miter bit.

3 To double-check the height of the router bit, center your router-table fence directly above the router bit. Then, turn on the router and pass a piece of scrap stock (outside face up) through the bit.

Safety Note: Use a large piece of scrap (at least 12" long and several inches wide). Make short test cuts into the scrap, then saw away the cut portion to preserve the large piece for more test cuts.

Now, place a combination square as shown right onto either face of the scrap piece. Adjust its blade to reach the corner in the cut produced by one of the two “center” points on bit. Tighten the blade and make a pencil mark about 1" long on the edge of the stock. Now, place the square on the other face of the scrap piece and make another pencil mark that extends toward the corner made by the other “center” point of the cut. If the second mark aligns with this corner you can be sure the cut is centered.

4 To adjust the fence precisely, lay your scrap onto the table again, with its outside face up. Bring the fence forward so that the bit will cut exactly to the top outside corner of the workpiece as shown right. Make as many test cuts as necessary. The top corner of the workpiece should be sharp and straight, without any reduction in the width of the outside face side.

5 With the bit and fence precisely adjusted, place your workpiece outside face up onto the table, and cut one edge. Cut the opposite edge of the workpiece by positioning the workpiece vertically against the fence, with its outside face toward you as illustrated right.

6 No matter how precise you are, after clamping the workpieces you may find that one of the outside edges of the miters may be off by just a hair. To solve this, use a nailset to gently roll over the overlapping edge as shown right. Do this after the clamps come off, but before the glue dries completely hard. Avoid excessive glue squeeze-out, and sand away any after it hardens.

Continued on page 14
Ryobi’s new Multi-Tool™ delivers more power than any other brand of rotary tool. When others bog down, this tool hangs tough. The Multi-Tool includes more bits, plus a carrying case. Yet it costs less. So for more power – and value – pick Ryobi.

Ryobi
Exceed Your Expectations™
LOCK MITER BIT  Continued from page 12

How to join edges and ends
To set up for cutting strong and self-aligning edge and end joints, follow Steps 2-4 of the previous section. To cut workpieces for an edge joint, cut one edge with the workpiece top face up on the table. Then, cut its mating edge by placing another workpiece on the table, this time with its top face down. (We mark the top face with a pencil or piece of masking tape to avoid confusion.)

You follow the same procedure for cutting ends, but here you'll need to clamp the workpiece to a miter gauge. As shown right, attach a miter-gauge extension to your miter gauge to support the workpiece. This helps prevent tearout on the exit end of the cut. Slowly feed the end through the router bit to avoid a choppy cut or kickback.

Sources for lock miter bits:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brand</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CMT</td>
<td>800/531-5559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eagle America</td>
<td>800/872-2511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freud</td>
<td>800/334-4107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLCS</td>
<td>800/533-9298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grizzly Imports, West of Mississippi River:</td>
<td>800/541-5537</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>East of Mississippi River:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The New Grizzly G1022Z

We are proud to offer this "Top of the Line" version of our standard G1022 10" Table Saw, with all the extras of saws costing a lot more. An exceptional value, the G1022Z comes complete with motor, fence, two cast iron extension wings, sturdy stand, blade guard, two blade inserts (one for the regular blade and one for the dado set), and miter gauge.

- Belt driven from the rear mounted motor to the arbor
- All ball bearing mechanism
- Quick-lock fence locks both front and back when lever is pushed down
- Sturdy, precision-ground cast iron table and extensions
- Self-tensioning belt drive
- Heavy-duty rip fence with micro-adjustment knob
- Extra long, 1/4" diameter tubes can take on extremely large jobs
- Extra cast iron extension wings can be added with above tubes
- 1/2 H.P. Single Phase, 110/220V motor (prewired to 110V)
- Shipping weight: approx. 270 lbs.

INTRODUCTORY PRICE
ONLY $425.00!

Grizzly Imports – Purveyors of Fine Machinery!

CALL FOR INFORMATION: WEST OF THE MISSISSIPPI 1-800-541-5537, EAST OF THE MISSISSIPPI 1-800-523-4777
IT STANDS UP TO SOLID OAK, TOUGH CUTS & EXAGGERATED CLAIMS.

Contrary to what our competitors are saying, no other brand on the market outlasts MARATHON® blades. With tough C-3 carbide-tipped teeth and a hardened steel body, a MARATHON blade will last longer than competitive thin kerf blades. And since it’s designed to put more power behind cuts, you’ll get better precision even in the roughest conditions. Of course, we realize this sounds just like the hoopla coming from other brands, so we invite you to compare. After a thousand cuts or so, you’ll realize nothing lasts like a MARATHON blade. Pick one up wherever quality tools are sold.

MARATHON®
The Long Distance Runner™

CARBIDE TIPPED CIRCULAR SAW BLADE

STOCK NO

©1985 AMERICAN TOOL
LIGHT UP A TABLETOP WITH POLYURETHANE

WOOD® magazine’s How-To Editor shares his proven process for a super-smooth, durable finish that looks as good as the furniture you put it on.

"Over the past 11 years, I’ve observed many fine woodworkers around the country, and watched as they applied finishes," says Marlen Kemmet, who, as WOOD magazine’s How-To Editor for more than a decade, has expertly guided readers through countless projects. "Although the processes varied with the types of finish being applied, one thing was constant—patience."

Marlen has incorporated those craftsmen’s tips and techniques—patience included—into the projects he turns out in his home shop. "As these woodworkers have helped me upgrade my own standards for a perfect finish, I want to share these tried-and-true practices with others," he adds.

The start of a perfect finish: gluing and clamping

According to Marlen, the actual beginning of a great finish lies in the gluing and clamping. "When edge-joining the pieces for the tabletop on my craftsman-style mahogany dining table [shown above right], it was extremely important to keep the top surfaces of the boards flush and the glue squeeze-out to a minimum," he notes. "For flush clamp-ups, I prefer the equal-pressure type clamps that not only tighten the pieces edge-to-edge, but apply clamping pressure to the top and bottom surfaces to keep the boards level with one another. While some squeeze-out is essential—having no excess glue points to a glue-starved joint—the removal of great amounts of hardened squeeze-out with a scraper can also take off wood fibers and damage the surface. So, you have to minimize squeeze-out, then scrape it off carefully."

For surface preparation, light up the high spots

After removing the clamps, then the squeeze-out, Marlen checks the surface of the workpiece with the edge of a carpenter’s square or straightedge. He holds a bright light (such as his favored halogen utility light) just slightly above the wood surface at one end of the workpiece to clearly see any high spots. They show up between gaps under the straightedge. Marlen next marks the high spots with a pencil, then belt-sands the penciled areas with 80-grit abrasive. "I may have to check and recheck a surface a dozen times until I get the surface perfectly flat," he says.

Switching to an orbital sander and 100-grit discs, Marlen goes over the wood surface again to remove scratches left by the belt-sander. "I'll sand the surface a bit, turn off the sander, and spend several minutes carefully looking for remaining scratches, which I mark with a pencil for more sanding [as shown right]," he explains. "I never skip the pencil marking. It’s too easy to miss a sanding scratch, which really won’t show up until you’ve added the stain or final finish."

Marlen repeats the pencil marking/sanding procedure with 150-,

then 220-grit sandpaper. For the edges, though, he switches sanders. "An orbital sander works great for flat surfaces, but I don’t recommend it for routed edges because it’s too hard to control. For this, I like a palm sander."

Marlen wipes up a water spatter from the polyurethane-finished mahogany dining table that he designed and built for his home.

The foundation of a perfect finish is the sanding. With a pencil, Marlen marks sanding scratches to be removed.

Continued on page 18
Relieve Back Pain!

Frustrated With The Quality Of Your Sleep?
Do you toss and turn at night? Can't seem to find a comfortable position? Does your back ache when you awake? These are signs that your metal coil mattress or waterbed isn't supporting you properly and isn't right for your body. Select Comfort can help you sleep better with a revolutionary mattress that's so comfortable and supportive, it's recommended by the many doctors who use our product.

Sleep Better On Air
A Select Comfort adjustable firmness mattress doesn't rely on springs or water. Instead, it supports your body on a cushion of air. Air is better because it gently contours to your body's shape and keeps your spine in its natural alignment. And that lowers the tension in the surrounding muscles. So you can sleep comfortably in any position and wake feeling great!

With Select Comfort, you each get exactly the firmness you need.

Select Comfort provides proper back support and contours to your body. Weight is more evenly distributed and pressure points are reduced.

Metal coil mattresses can create pressure points and provide uneven support.

You Control The Firmness
With Select Comfort, you can change the firmness depending on how your body feels each night. Go from extra-firm to extra-soft, simply at the touch of a button. In fact, the firmness adjusts independently on each side of the bed so you and your partner can get custom support without compromising comfort or quality of sleep.

Call For More Information
You owe it to yourself to learn more about this revolutionary way to a better night's sleep.

For a FREE Video and Brochure, Call
1-800-831-1211 Ext. 4916

Yes! Please rush me a FREE Video and Brochure.

Name____________________          Address____________________
City____________________ State____________________ Zip____________________ Phone____________________

The Only Mattress with Push Button Firmness Control.

SELECT COMFORT™
Mail to: Select Comfort Corporation
6105 Trenton Lane North, Minneapolis, MN 55442

© Select Comfort Corp. 1996

As Heard on Paul Harvey News & Commentary
After he has sanded the surface to perfection, Marlen cleans it with compressed air and wipes the wood down with a tack cloth. "Compressed air works great for cleaning dust from pores that a tack cloth can't get," he says.

Careful application for a lasting finish

With four youngsters and frequent family gatherings, a tabletop in Marlen's home sees plenty of hard use. That's the main reason he chose a clear polyurethane finish. "You can't beat a polyurethane for durability," he comments. "And I've always had great success in the past with Minwax Fast-Drying Polyurethane."

Marlen starts the finishing by lightly wiping down the workpiece with a cloth dampened in thinner to clean it. With a foam brush, he next applies one coat of gloss polyurethane. As with the sanding, Marlen uses a halogen utility light to shine on the wood at a level just slightly above it (see photo below) to spot any areas still needing finish. "After brushing the surface and adjoining edges, run the brush along the bottom outside edge to remove any possible drips," he says. "Later, after the first coat has completely dried, I use 0000 steel wool or Scotch-Brite pads to smooth it. If any edge drips occur, use a piece of wood to scrape off the drip, just like with the squeeze-out. Then, steel-wool the scraped area."

Marlen makes sure that he removes all remaining steel-wool particles with a tack cloth. Then he repeats the finishing process with another coat of gloss followed by two or more coats of satin polyurethane. But it's his finishing touch that adds the ultra-smooth, mirrorlike surface. "After allowing the final coat of polyurethane to dry, I put a buffing head on my orbital sander and apply a liberal amount of 3M Finesse-it II Finishing Material [available at automotive paint dealers] to the tabletop and start polishing," he says. "It evens everything out, and is the payoff for the patience."

Written by Peter J. Stephano with Marlen Kemmet Photographs: Wm. Hopkins Assoc.
Like Having A Lumberyard Right In Your Shop!

Craftsmen everywhere are using the low-cost Woodmaster to bring in welcome extra cash and to save on all their lumber needs. You can, too!

With the big 18-inch Woodmaster or the standard 12-inch model, you can quickly convert low-cost, rough lumber into valuable finished stock. You can turn out perfect picture frame moldings, crown, base, tongue & groove, and window trim— all popular patterns, for custom design.

You can do custom work for friends, neighbors, lumberyards, and home remodelers, hobby shops, and businesses. Because it takes just seconds to convert a $2 rough board into a $10 worth of finished trim, you can see why so many Woodmaster owners enjoy substantial extra incomes!

Variable Speed Makes The Difference!

Just a twist of the dial gives you perfect control for planing, sanding, or sawing...from 0 to 1,000 cuts per inch. Creates mirror-smooth molding with no sanding required!

Here’s what Woodmaster owner L.C. Griffin of Los Angeles writes: “The shop test article in Wood Magazine that said they loved your Variable Feed Rate is what sold me. They were right.”

Call or write today for free facts on how you can try this American-Made tool in your own shop for one full month. Easy terms.

CALL TOLL-FREE
1-800-821-6651 Ext. PW85
Shop tips come to us from all over the globe. But last summer, we went looking for the tips. We got in touch with representatives of the Kansas City Woodworkers’ Guild and asked them send us their best ideas. We included two of their tips in this edition of TIPS FROM YOUR SHOP (AND OURS) and rounded up some ideas for future projects from these folks as well.

If your club would like to be featured, drop us a line. From time to time, we plan to highlight tips from clubs across the U. S. and Canada.

That doesn’t mean, however, that we aren’t still looking for shop tips from the rest of you. If we publish your idea, we’ll pay you $40, plus you’ll get a shot at winning the top tip tool prize. Send your ideas to:

Tips From Your Shop (and Ours)
WOOD Magazine
1912 Grand Ave.
Des Moines, IA 50309-3379

We try to publish original shop tips, so please send your idea to only one magazine. Also note that we cannot return your submissions. Thanks, and keep ‘em coming.

---

This adjustable miter-gauge fence doesn’t wear out
Most auxiliary fences that bolt to a miter gauge eventually start to look pretty ragged. If you use one for mitering, beveling, dadoing, and such you eventually wind up with big chunks missing.

This adjustable fence, though, slides toward or away from the blade so that you never cut the face—regardless of the blade or the angle of the cut. You also can fabricate different slides for zero-clearance cuts.

To build any of these three fences, cut the fence and clamp bar to the dimensions shown. For length, use whatever dimension suits your needs. Choose maple or another smooth, stable hardwood. Then, glue the two pieces of hardwood to the fence. Now, use epoxy to secure two #10 nuts in the clamp bar. Attach the clamp bar to your miter gauge. Slide the fence on the clamp bar and position it. Finally, secure the fence by tightening the screws.

—Jerry Boone, Kansas City Woodworkers’ Guild

---

For submitting the top tip in this issue, Jerry Boone receives a Freud Five-Piece Cabinet and Molding Bit Set. Way to go Jerry!
**BUY RIGHT THE FIRST TIME, BUY...BRIDGEWOOD®**

**WILKE MACHINERY COMPANY**

**POWER TOOLS**

**BRIDGEWOOD®
TSC-10C
TILTING ARBOR TABLE SAW**

LIST PRICE $1,099.
YOUR PRICE
$699.

VEGA® U-26
FENCE SYSTEM INCLUDED

The Bridgewood® TSC-10C 12" Table Saw stands head and shoulders above the crowd! 1 1/2 hp USA made motor, magnetic switch, cast iron extension wings, metal handwheels, 4" dust collection hook-up, tool slotted miter gauge slot, see-thru guard, beveled front table edge, and VEGA® U-26 fence.

A Great Companion for Your Saw or Planer.
BRIDGEWOOD® DUST COLLECTOR
2-3 log units = $1,695 CFM
2 hp, 1 ph motor 220V + Dolly cart base + Two 4" dust collection hoses included.

TO ORDER, PHONE TOLL FREE: 1-800-235-2100

TO RECEIVE A CATALOG FAST, SEND $2.00 TO: WILKE MACHINERY COMPANY
3230 Susquehanna Trail, York, PA 17402
FOR TECHNICAL SERVICE CALL: 1-717-764-5000

**WILKE'S TOOLBOX**

OTHER TOOLS AVAILABLE FROM STOCK

**DEWALT**

**BRIDGEWOOD®
BW-15P 15" PLANER**

LIST PRICE $1,299.
YOUR PRICE
$895.

The Bridgewood® BW-15P 15" Planer combines power and width to create one great machine! 3 hp 1 ph motor, 3 y belt drive, magnetic switch, 15" x 6" capacity, table moves up and down - outfeed is stationary for smoother cuts, serrated steel inter roll, rubber outfeed roll and 4" dust collection hook-up.

Shown with HTC Mobile Base.
It gives your Planer or Table Saw mobility.
Optionally available for both machines.
List price $99.50.
Your price is only $89.65.

**VILMIE MACHINERY COMPANY**

**POWER TOOLS**

**BRIDGEWOOD®
TSC-10C
TILTING ARBOR TABLE SAW**

LIST PRICE $1,099.
YOUR PRICE
$699.

VEGA® U-26
FENCE SYSTEM INCLUDED

The Bridgewood® TSC-10C 12" Table Saw stands head and shoulders above the crowd! 1 1/2 hp USA made motor, magnetic switch, cast iron extension wings, metal handwheels, 4" dust collection hook-up, tool slotted miter gauge slot, see-thru guard, beveled front table edge, and VEGA® U-26 fence.

A Great Companion for Your Saw or Planer.
BRIDGEWOOD® DUST COLLECTOR
2-3 log units = $1,695 CFM
2 hp, 1 ph motor 220V + Dolly cart base + Two 4" dust collection hoses included.

TO ORDER, PHONE TOLL FREE: 1-800-235-2100

TO RECEIVE A CATALOG FAST, SEND $2.00 TO: WILKE MACHINERY COMPANY
3230 Susquehanna Trail, York, PA 17402
FOR TECHNICAL SERVICE CALL: 1-717-764-5000

**DEWALT**

**BRIDGEWOOD®
BW-15P 15" PLANER**

LIST PRICE $1,299.
YOUR PRICE
$895.

The Bridgewood® BW-15P 15" Planer combines power and width to create one great machine! 3 hp 1 ph motor, 3 y belt drive, magnetic switch, 15" x 6" capacity, table moves up and down - outfeed is stationary for smoother cuts, serrated steel inter roll, rubber outfeed roll and 4" dust collection hook-up.

Shown with HTC Mobile Base.
It gives your Planer or Table Saw mobility.
Optionally available for both machines.
List price $99.50.
Your price is only $89.65.

**TO ORDER, PHONE TOLL FREE: 1-800-235-2100**

**WILKE MACHINERY COMPANY**

3230 Susquehanna Trail, York, PA 17402
FOR TECHNICAL SERVICE CALL: 1-717-764-5000

**JDS AIR-TECH 2000**

**Model 8-12**
Model 10-16

RATED #1 PERFORMANCE & VALUE

*Better Homes and Gardens* WOOD Magazine (Nov. '97)

Our unique design makes both ceiling installation and filter changing quick and easy.

For the removal of odors, fumes and smoke, our optional charcoal filter is available.

Another quality product from Manufactured in the U.S.A.

To place an order or for the dealer nearest you call us toll-free.
And give yourself some breathing room.

**JDS AIR-TECH 2000**

**Model 350**

Our unique design makes both ceiling installation and filter changing quick and easy.

For the removal of odors, fumes and smoke, our optional charcoal filter is available.

Another quality product from Manufactured in the U.S.A.

To place an order or for the dealer nearest you call us toll-free.
And give yourself some breathing room.

**JDS AIR-TECH 2000**

**Model 350**

Our unique design makes both ceiling installation and filter changing quick and easy.

For the removal of odors, fumes and smoke, our optional charcoal filter is available.

Another quality product from Manufactured in the U.S.A.

To place an order or for the dealer nearest you call us toll-free.
And give yourself some breathing room.

**JDS AIR-TECH 2000**

**Model 350**

Our unique design makes both ceiling installation and filter changing quick and easy.

For the removal of odors, fumes and smoke, our optional charcoal filter is available.

Another quality product from Manufactured in the U.S.A.

To place an order or for the dealer nearest you call us toll-free.
And give yourself some breathing room.
"Jorgensen" E-Z HOLD II

THERE ARE NO TWO WAYS ABOUT IT!

Imagine the ease and convenience of a clamp that provides both bar and spreader applications in one tool! The revolutionary Jorgensen E-Z HOLD™ II is performance engineered with a double sliding-head design and in-line advancing handle... maintains greater applied force than other one-handed clamps. It's the most versatile, affordable, high quality clamp you can buy... no two ways about it!

MADE IN THE U.S.A.
For our catalog send $1.00 to:
Adjustable Clamp Co.,
410 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago, IL 60622

The Do-It-Yourself Source
Hard-to-Find Hardware for Entertainment Centers!

Cabinet Lighting in both halogen and incandescent systems and well as surface mounted and inset models! All UL® listed and easy to install!

Cassette, CD & Video Holders conveniently organize recordings!

Four quality Television Pullouts that swivel for the best possible viewing angle and handle weights from 100 to 180 pounds.

Grommets turn cluttered wires into well-controlled systems! Round, square, rectangular, plastic, wooden and metal grommets available!

Rockler Companies Inc.

Request our 112 page catalog!
For a FREE copy of our catalog featuring over 4,500 products, call 1-800-403-9736.
Or write us at: Department 53117
4365 Willow Drive
Medina, MN 55340

Visit a STORE near you!

Hardware, Wood, Tools & Know How
TIPS FROM YOUR SHOP (AND OURS)

Continued from page 20

Wrap a roll of sandpaper around your drums

On a drill-press sanding drum, the sandpaper often wears smooth or glazes over quickly. And changing the paper on these drums eats up a lot of time.

To increase your productivity when using this tool, try wrapping a long length of adhesive-backed sandpaper to the drum. Wind the sandpaper so the edge rotates away from the workpiece, not into it. Secure the sandpaper to the top and bottom of the drum with rubber bands. When the abrasive on the top layer wears out, simply slip off the rubber bands, cut off the worn section, put the rubber bands back on, and resume sanding.

You can improve the convenience of this technique by stocking your drum with sandpaper from a roll. These 4½-wide rolls normally are used for ¼-sheet finishing sanders, but they come in lengths up to 25 yards. If you don’t find these rolls in your local store, contact Klingspor’s Sanding Catalogue, P.O. Box 3737, Hickory, NC 28603-3737. Call 800/228-0000.

—Glen Love

Hayesville, N.C.
CRAFTSMAN MAKES A GOOD TABLESAW, BUT ONLY WE CAN TOP IT.

We know you've got choices when it comes to tablesaw accessories, but the proven fact is that Biesemeyer is better.

Over 15 years ago Biesemeyer introduced new saw fence technology that has won awards and legions of fans as it changed the way a tablesaw is used. The built-in tape and hairline pointer easily enable you to make precision setups quickly and consistently. And unlike other saw fence systems that count on a rear lock to crutch a weak front lock, the strength of the locking mechanism on the T-Square® saw fence allows precisely square cuts time after time.

Biesemeyer hasn't lost sight of your larger cutting needs. Don't settle for cutting capacity limited to only 30" when even our homeshop systems offer up to 52" to the right of the blade and 48" to the left, allowing even 4'x8' panels to be cut with ease.

And our system's all-steel construction will stand the test of time. Systems made of lightweight aluminum can flex and eventually fail to provide square cuts. The system pictured above bolts right onto most existing Craftsman saws with no drilling required.

So turn your Craftsman tablesaw into the precision cutting instrument it was meant to be. The full line of Biesemeyer products are available at over 530 professional woodworking machinery dealers throughout the U.S. and Canada. For the location of the dealer nearest you, call 1-800-782-1831.

BIESEMEYER
The Best Thing Next To Your Sawblade.
One Stop Wood Shop

Where the finest cabinet makers select & blend domestic & exotic hardwood in plywood, veneer & lumber.

- 30 species
- Custom Cutting
- Plywood & Veneer made to order
- Competitive Pricing
- We bundle & ship to U.S. & Canada

Call (617) 666-1340 today for catalog and quote.

Boulter Plywood Corp.
24-WD Broadway, Somerville, MA 02145

Circle No. 512

TIPS FROM YOUR SHOP
(AND OURS)

Continued from page 24

Dowel rod “key” pulls sandpaper tight on drums

If you have trouble getting the sandpaper tight on your sleeveless sanding drums, try this trick. Find a dowel that matches the diameter of the hole that you tuck the sandpaper into. Cut this dowel 2" longer than the length of the drum, and then cut a kerf down the middle with a bandsaw. Stop the cut 2" short of the dowel end.

Now, trim and install the paper on the drum. Insert the dowel by sliding the kerf over the ends of the sandpaper, and twist the top of the dowel to tighten the paper. Remove the dowel and insert the regular key.

—Mike Patrick, Rose Hill, Kan.

A FEW MORE TIPS FROM OUR WOODWORKING PROS

- Looking for a quick way to bore tapered holes for candles? The candlestick turning project on page 58 shows you how to modify a spade bit to take care of the job in short order.
- If you need a slip-free miter joint, the Router Workshop on page 10 shows you how.
- You can adapt our inlaid flamingo design on page 50 to ornament other projects. Enlarged, it would look great in the center of a serving tray.

Wrap tape around top of dowel to keep dowel from splitting.

Dowel sized to fit into hole in drum sander

Kerf in dowel

Sandpaper wrapped around drum

TEL: (818) 815-9897
FAX: (818) 815-9807
ORDER DESK: (800) 654-7702

C.P. TOOL, INC. 611 S. DUGGAN AVE., AZUSA CA. 91702

Circle No. 15
Once was not enough!
I was looking at the "Federal-Style Mirror" in the April 1995 issue when my wife came up with this variation. I followed the basic idea of your design when building this window-style mirror that we placed over the fireplace.

However, I replaced the dowels with biscuits. The stiles and rails are routed to receive separate mirrors in each of the three openings. The mirrors are held in these recesses with hardboard fastened with large washers and screws.

—Mike Taylor, Sunnyvale, Calif.

Manufacturers respond to air-filtration article
We have heard from several manufacturers in response to the article "Air-Filtration Systems, Another Weapon in the Battle Against Workshop Dust" in our November 1995 issue.

From D. Wayne Preston of Total Shop: "On page 50 you really get into detail about the time and trouble it is to change filters on the Total Shop unit. Maybe you could have explained that the filter changes take an extra 5 minutes. You also state in your facts that the T/S unit weighs 40 lbs. One of our big selling points is that our unit is heavier than the others (55 lbs.)."

From Ed Levy of Penn State Industries: "The louvered design of the AC60 unit enhances its performance over the competition significantly. An air-cleaning system should be designed to capture dust from ALL parts of a shop. This is only possible with a unit that propels the air as far as possible, creating a circular airstream."

Editor's Note: Ed also wants readers to know that beginning in November 1995 he began using upgraded filters, and added weather stripping around the filters. We plan to reevaluate any improved air-filtration systems in a future "Tool Buyer's Update."

From Blaine Miller of Hartville Tool: "My unit has the exact same motor as the one found in the other units, and all of the motors and blowers require lubrication."

Editor's Note: The Hartville unit we tested had a Fasco motor on it, but Blaine says his units now feature a Dayton motor/blower assembly. Blaine also correctly pointed out that all of the units in the test have motors that require lubricating oil.

Whoa, router!
I am building raised-panel doors for a cabinet, and after reading "Eight Sure-Fire Ways to Make the Most of Your Router" in the January 1993 issue of your magazine, I decided to go with a cope-and-stick joinery. I then purchased a reversible rail-and-stile router-bit set for cutting these joints.

I had no problem in shaping the edges of the stiles. However, when I started cutting the end-grain joints on the rails, the wood burned badly and filled my shop with smoke! I made the cuts in small increments as recommended by the manufacturer, but this made no difference. Can you help me solve this problem?

—John W. Jamison, Langhorne Manor, Pa.

John, cutting or shaping with dull cutters, or at too high a cutter-bit speed may cause wood to burn as you described. Because your bits were new, and presumably sharp, we suspect that the problem lies in your router speed setting.

We have few problems with burning when we slow our rail-and-stile router bits to the 8,000 to 10,000 rpm range. Many wood shapers operate in this speed range, so if you have a shaper that can take router bits, use it for making these cuts. Otherwise, slow the motor speed of your router. If your router doesn’t have built-in variable-speed control, you can plug your router into a motor speed control designed for universal motors. We found on one of these controls, rated at 15 amps, item #9000, at a price of $349.55 in the catalog from MICS Ltd., P.O. Box 4053 C-18, Rydal, PA 19046. Call 800/533-9298.

A bit thicker in the middle, please
In the article "The Tanglewood Fireball" in the August 1995 issue, there is the statement "Strive to make the strands a constant diameter (about 3/8" is good)." Unless I'm mistaken, that's only a bit larger than 3/16", and almost impossible to work without breakage. Shouldn't the size of these strands be larger?

—Fred Henningsen, Missoula, Mont.

You're right, Fred. The diameter of these strands should be 3/16".

Continued on page 30
Fact #1 Total Shop's CleanAir System is the only air filtration system with an air tight fan box. We caulk our filters in place for a totally air tight seal. No dust can slip by the filters creating a fire hazard in the motor. On other units, a potential fire hazard does exist.

Fact #2 With the Total Shop CleanAir System you will spend less time changing filters. Our 15” thick filter has been proven to last in hobby shops for an average of 12 - 14 months. Considering filter size, the JDS Air Tech 2000 unit would last only 6 - 7 months with their 8” filter and the Hartville Tool unit would last only 3 months between filter changes with their 4” filter.

Fact #3 The Total Shop CleanAir System is the only filter unit in this price range that has been UL Tested and Approved. Our main filter is the only filter approved and labeled by ASHRAE as 95% effective on wood dust. A recent magazine article featured the JDS unit and revealed the Air Tech 2000 has only 65% efficient filters.

Fact #4 Total Shop's CleanAir Systems have been made in Greenville, SC for almost 9 years. No competitor has been advertised for more than 2 1/2 years.

Fact #5 The Total Shop CleanAir System is the only filtration unit that includes a lifetime warranty. Any defect in workmanship will be repaired FREE for as long as you own the unit. No competitor currently offers this!

Fact #6 Experience and customer satisfaction are #1 at Total Shop. All competitors combined have less units in use than Total Shop. We are so sure of our CleanAir System that we give you a 30 day trial period. If you aren’t satisfied just send it back for a refund.

CleanAir System
260 CFM order #90175
Suggested List Price $339
NOW $269 $249
$20 shipping

Heavy Duty CleanAir System
490 CFM order #90177
Suggested List Price $399
NOW $309 $299
$20 shipping

Commercial CleanAir System
980 CFM order #90180
Suggested List Price $699
NOW $499 $429
$25 shipping

Filter Replacement Kit Order #90176 $29.95

And here are just a few more advantages the CleanAir System has over the competition...
- Needs no outside venting
- Available for any size shop
- Very quiet operation
- Has no effect on existing room temperature
- Runs on standard house current
- Compact size fits almost anywhere
- Heavy gauge steel cabinet w/ mounting holes

Why continue fighting the never ending battle with dust? Order NOW and receive absolutely FREE our Extended Lifetime Warranty ($29.95 value!)

TOLL FREE 1-800-845-9356
The Joy of Sanding

Right!? Who would believe a job as tedious and dusty as sanding could be a joy?

Thousands of Performax owners do. With their Performax drum sander, no more sawdust in their faces, no more high and low spots on their finished pieces.

Imagine the satisfaction of sanding a wide surface (up to 32") to within 0.10" uniform thickness across its full width. Or sanding stock as short as 2 1/4" without a carrier board or scuffed up fingers. Fantasize sanding to as smooth a surface as you wish without any elbow grease.

Make your woodworking the pleasure it was meant to be. Call us today for a free brochure and the dealer nearest you.

PERFORMAX PRODUCTS, INC.
12267 Nicollet Ave. So. Dept. WD08
Burnsville, MN 55337
(612) 895-9922 1-800-334-4910

Circle No. 78

"All my tools should be this good!"

The Accu-Miter® is a professional miter gauge that makes perfect angles easily. Shot-pin action assures dead-on accuracy for common angles—plus a precise protractor scale for everything in between!

Optional accessories:
- manual clamp
- pneumatic clamp
- 3/8" x 3/4" miter bar

We do not recommend operating without the saw blade guard, as is shown here.
US Patent #5,938,846

JDS COMPANY
Precision Woodworking Equipment
800 Dutch Square Blvd., Suite 200, Columbia, SC 29210
1-800-382-2637 / SC 803-798-1600

$149

TALKING BACK

Continued from page 28

Eagle America correction

The price we listed in our review of the Eagle America Router Table and Fence Package, page 47 of the January 1996 issue, does not include the hold-down featherboard and stop block for the fence as shown in the photo. These two items are sold separately as accessories and cost $10.99 and $9.99 respectively. Also, the metal table legs shown in the photo are not an Eagle America product. The company sells a hardwood table-leg assembly for $129.99.

One good spoon deserves another

When I saw Fern Weber's "Sweetheart Spoon" in the January 1995 issue, I knew I had to add it to the collection of wooden spoons I carve. I made the first spoon for my wife in mid-April, and it took me 12 hours to carve it. By June 1st, I had carved 12 of them, and my carving time was down to 6 hours per spoon.

I did make a couple of changes from the original plans. First, I altered the shape of the bowl to balance the carving on the other end of the spoon.

And second, rather than carve the six small dots in the center of the flower, I drilled holes sized to fit round toothpicks to within 1/8" of the bottom of the carving. When the flower carving was complete, I glued the toothpicks, leaving about 1/4" protruding above the surface. I rounded off these ends with sandpaper for a finished appearance.


Missing In Action

The WOOD PATTERNS™ insert that was included in the November 1995 issue of WOOD magazine is missing the full-sized patterns for the top front rail (D) and the bottom back rail (E) for the "Forever Country Plate Rack." If you're building this project, please send us a self-addressed business-sized envelope, and we'll send you the patterns. Our apologies for the inconvenience.
10% to 20% OFF WINTER COMBO SALE
Sale prices good thru 2/28/96.

CHOPMASTER FOR SLIDING COMPOUNDS & MITER SAWS
New spares, 90° Neg. PtS. & flat, runs out less than .002 for perfect, tight, smooth, splitter-free miter joints.
TAKE EXTRA 10% - 20% OFF COMBO SALE!

NEW SIZES AVAILABLE
LIST SALE
Delta 6-1/2"x40T/s5° $149 $89
Sears 8-1/4"x 4-1/4"x30T/s5° $170 $99
Haito 10"x50T/s5° $179 $109
DeWalt 6-1/2"x 8-1/2"x 60T/s5° $170 $109
Ryobi 6-1/2"x50T/s5° $201 $129
Ryobi/Makita 6-1/2"x30T/s5° $179 $109
DeWalt, Makita, & Hitachi 12x12T/s5° $229 $139
Ryobi/Makita 14x100T/x1 $266 $179
Hitachi 15x100T/x1 $277 $189

For good general purpose cuts use Woodworker II 30T & 40T or Woodworker I. Use small stinner where possible.

WOODWORKER I - FOR TABLE & RADIAL SAW
This time time and economical ALL PURPOSE blade gives smooth-free polished cuts on all materials. Rip or Crosscut up to 24".
• ALL 90° or 45° WBN KERF 100-140 TPI and 10" face on 10" diameter and under. 12-1/4" and 14" have 200 TPI 10°.
• DOUBLE HARDENED 40% stronger Carbide.
• WBN Kerf: Slight 1/16" wood loss on each cut, radial or table. Faster when used for moderately rough crosscut on table saw. Reduces "JUMP" for better "pull control". Precisely cut bottom spline on RADIAL CROSSCUT.
• Totally Sharp-All booted and sharp splinter on ply veneers in push-out mode on RADIAL.
• OUR STIPENDERS EXTREMELY RECOMMENDED AGAINST outside blade for best cuts. Make and serviced in U.S.A. for your benefit.

 LIST SALE
1"x60T/x1 1/8" $224 $159
12x60T/x1 5/8" 1/8" $198 $139
10x120T/x1 3/32" $120 $76
8x120T/x1 3/32" $116 $74
8-1x60T/x1 5/32" $150 $109
7-1x60T/x1 5/32" $150 $109
Ryobi FA200 SAEARS T2000
Makita 3008 NBA Hitachi P50 Porter Cable 383-1

SPECIAL COMBO SALE
LIST SALE
SIZES AVAILABLE
LIST SALE
$115 $109
2"x60T/x3 1/8" 5/32" $115 $109
3"x80T/x1 1/8" $115 $109
3"x80T/x3 1/8" $115 $109
3"x80T/x2 1/8" $115 $109
$215 $197
2"x60T/x2 1/8" $215 $197
2"x60T/x3 1/8" $215 $197
$215 $197
3"x60T/x1 1/8" $215 $197
3"x60T/x2 1/8" $215 $197
4"x60T/x1 1/8" $215 $197
$243 $181
2"x60T/x4 1/8" $243 $181
$243 $181

WE RECOMMEND OUR FACTORY SHARPENING as any local sharpening creates problems with MICRO-CHIPPED EDGES reducing blade life & cutting quality.
3-5 DAYS ON THESE AND ALL MAKES OF FLAT FACE & CONCAVE CARBIDE TIP SAW. Ship via UPS. Typical 10x100T $150, 60T $75. Add return UPS $3.00, $1.00 each additional blade.

BLADE DAMPENERS-STIFFENERS FOR BETTER CUTS on all blades of blades, use our large 10x CARBIDE DAMPENERS-STIFFENERS against one side.
• Parallel and Flan "3/8 0.750" Stroke, vibration, chatter, cutting noise, and blade ring
• Trapable and removable for full cash refund.

4" 5" 6"
$21 $24 $25

STILL SHARP AFTER 3,500 FEET OF CUTTING!
CARBIDE IS HARDEST OF THE C- Grades and 40% Stronger, NOT WEAKEY! FOR 50% TO 300% LONGER LIFE.

BLADES DAMPENERS-STIFFENERS
FOR BETTER CUTS on all blades, use our large CARBIDE DAMPENERS-STIFFENERS against one side.
• Parallel and Flan "3/8 0.750" Stroke, vibration, chatter, cutting noise, and blade ring
• Trapable and removable for full cash refund.

4" 5" 6"
$21 $24 $25

7" AND LARGER AVAILABLE FULL RANGE OF INDUSTRIAL SIZES REDUCES NOISE 50%-75%
Make Beautiful Raised Panel Doors with your 1/4" or 1/2" Router, or with your 1/2" or 3/4" Shaper. Professional production quality router bits and make it quick and easy to produce matching rails and stiles. The panel raising bit with ball bearing guide makes the raised panel perfect every time!

**PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTION QUALITY GUARANTEED**

**1/4" SHANK CARBIDE TIPPED ROUTER BITS**

**FREE SHIPPING IN CONTIGUOUS USA**

**ROUND OVER BITS**
- #1314 .... $11.00
  (1/8" Radius)
- #1315 .... $11.00
  (3/16" Radius)
- #1334 .... $13.00
  (1/4" Radius)
- #1316 .... $14.00
  (5/16" Radius)
- #1369 .... $15.00
  (3/8" Radius)
- #1370 .... $17.00
  (1/2" Radius)

**FLUSH TRIM BITS**
- #1337 .... $8.50
  3/8" Diameter, 1/2" Cutting Length
- #1338 .... $9.50
  1/2" Diameter, 1/2" Cutting Length

**BULL NOSE BITS**
- #1330 .... $16.00
  1/2" Dia. of Circle
- #1331 .... $21.00
  3/4" Dia. of Circle

**PATTERN/FLUSH TRIM**
- #1340 .... $15.00
  1/2" Diameter, 1" Cutting Length
- #1341 .... $17.00
  3/4" Diameter, 1" Cutting Length

**OGEE RAISED PANEL BIT**
- #1353 .... $29.95
  2" Large Diameter

**QUANTITY DISCOUNT!**
When ordering three or more bits deduct $1.00 each!

**5/8" CHAMFER BITS**
- #1404 .... $14.00
  1" Leg Diameter, 3/8" Cutting Length
- #1405 .... $16.00
  1 1/2" Leg Diameter, 3/8" Cutting Length
- #1406 .... $22.00
  1 3/4" Leg Diameter, 1" Cutting Length

**ROMAN Ogee BITS**
- #1415 .... $18.00
  5/32" Radius
- #1416 .... $20.00
  1/8" Radius

**14" DOVETAIL BITS**
- #1409 .... $7.00
  1/2" Large Diameter
- #1410 .... $9.50
  3/4" Large Diameter

**RABBETING BITS**
- #1411 .... $15.00
  3/8" Depth, 1/2" Height, 1 1/4" Leg Diameter
- #1412 .... $17.00
  1/2" Depth, 1/2" Height, 1 1/2" Leg Diameter

**25 PIECE BRAD POINT DRILL BIT SET**
Drill accurate holes in wood, plastics & composites. Bit sizes from 1/64" to 1/2" by 1/64" increments. Bits are deep fluted to clear chips quickly.

Reg. $34.95
Item #1420
SALE $24.95

**22pc TAPERED DRILL BIT SET**
For exceptional thread "bite". Includes sizes 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, seven matching centering heads with adjustable stop collars, & Allen key.

Reg. $34.95
Item #1441
SALE $22.95

**CARDBON TIPED**
- Raised Panel Router Bit
  - 3/4" Large Diameter (1/4" Shank)
  - 5/8" Large Diameter (1/2" Shank)

**CARBIDE TIPPED**
- 2 flute

**CARBIDE TIPPED**
- 2 flute

**CARBIDE TIPPED**
- Reversible combination rail & stile bit
  (For making matching rails and stiles in raised panel doors, etc.) Works with stock from 11/16" to 7/8".

**MEERLE**
The ADJUSTABLE CORNER CLAMP®
- Almost NO capacity limitation
- Forces a Frame into a perfect square
- Even jointing force at ALL corners
- Adjustable, uniform clamping pressure
- Great for wide cabinet frames (for center or edges)
- Aluminum & Steel construction

Reg. $39.95
Item #1420
SALE $24.95

**ROUTER SPEED CONTROL**
Controls the speed of your Router! Gets the best results with the wood and bit you are using!
- Works with all routers 3-1/4" HP or less - 120V 15 Amp
- Full horsepower and torque at all speeds
- Gives your router a feature only available on routers costing hundreds of dollars!

Reg. $49.95
Order item #1304
SALE $34.95

**BISCUIT JOINING SET**
5/32" Slot Cutter-1/4" Shank & 250 #20 Biscuits
"Biscuit Joining with your Router", Instructional sheet included.

Reg. $35.00
SALE $29.95
Order Item #1385

To Order By MasterCard, VISA, Discover, or American Express
CALL TOLL-FREE, 7 DAY — 24 HOUR ORDER SERVICE
Or Send Check To: MLCS, Ltd., P.O. Box 4053 DA, Rydal, PA 19046

1-800-533-9298

Circle No. 1531, 1350, 2250
SHE CHIPS AWAY
AT TRADITIONS
Missouri chip carver Pam Gresham takes Old-World techniques in bold new directions

Peasants in Old-World Europe and Scandinavia couldn’t afford the elegantly adorned household trappings enjoyed by the merchants and aristocracy. Yet, they wanted to enjoy a similar beauty and brighten their everyday lives. They accomplished this by decorating common wooden items—platters, bowls, boxes, trunks, furniture, even tools—with intricately carved patterns done with a simple knife. Many such designs were spontaneous, with very little rhyme and less reason. Others carried personal and cultural meaning. A rosette, for instance, was a symbol of charity. A pair of birds facing each other represented a happy marriage.

Branson, Missouri, chip carver Pam Gresham knows the meaning of Old-World symbols, and many from the New World as well. She’s spent years researching them because when she picks up her knife to endow a piece with one, it’s to carry on tradition. Pam finds satisfaction in that.

“I have always tried to keep my work functional. That is the history of chip carving—it was always done on functional things. Folks just picked up a knife and did their own thing for their home,” comments the fair-haired carver. “And I probably do nearly 50 of the smaller, functional-type items.” (See some of the 2,000 carved products she makes annually on the following pages.)

Left: Pam Gresham’s chip carving knows no bounds. Behind her is a screen with a Pennsylvania Dutch motif. The oak bar has basswood panels carved with Old-World designs. Other items on display feature carved Southwest patterns and Ozark dogwood blossoms.

Continued
Talk about pride in precision!
Pam has won several national-level blue ribbons for her chip carving. She credits it all to her love of precision.

"I’m happiest when I’m sitting here at my worktable measuring [designs] in centimeters," Pam says. "When the piece is finished, I can see where my time went. When I was studying music, I could practice and practice and practice, then once the piece was played, it was gone. With chip carving, you’ve got a tangible product to be proud of."

One look at her work will convince you of Pam’s sincerity. Her pieces leave nothing to guesswork. "Yes, I measure," says Pam, a toss of her head clearing her hair from her shoulders, "even if the cuts look freeflowing. I could get by without being so specific, but I don’t want to just get by. When someone hangs one of my pieces, I want to know that it’s right. It’s my advertising. So, if I know it has a flaw, it goes in the fireplace. I can actually see something that’s a sixteenth of an inch off—it’s glaring. I want to know that all my carving is precise." She looks up and laughs. "But when it comes to cooking and laundry, that’s another story."

Cut, cut, then toss it out
Pam’s interest in chip carving goes back a dozen years. She and Pete lived in Alton, Illinois, and regularly attended the meetings of a local woodcarving club. Pete was the carver, on a hobby level.

"I had watched a couple women members of Pete’s club do chip carving. One of them suggested that I take a class," recalls Pam. "I ended up taking a weekend seminar with Wayne Barton [a master chip carver who first brought the style to the public’s attention] in St. Louis. That was in 1984.

"My son was a baby then," she continues, "and I thought that chip carving was something I could do at home without making a great big mess. After all, I only had to keep track of one tool."

Now, 12 years later, as Pam deftly slices into the basswood napkin holder before her, an obvious question develops: How did you get so good after only one carving class? "I practiced a lot," she nearly giggles in reply. "You see, I studied music in college, so I knew that you must practice tech-
niques, like the scales, over and over. I was a real technical musician, so naturally, I approached chip carving like I did musical scales. I learned the technical part of it, cut after cut after cut. Then, I'd throw away what I had carved. I didn't try to finish any pieces then; I just practiced the cuts. That's how I teach even now. It's kind of like studying English—you learn all the rules, then learn when you can break them.

Watching Pam work, chip carving appears simple. A short deep cut here. Then another at an angle to the first. A third slice pops up the triangle-shaped piece of wood. What's to it, anyway? Pam offers some insight to the skill.

"You can tell good chip carving from bad by the number of pieces accidentally chipped out—the less the better," she says. "Good chip carving also has a smoothness to the cuts, an evenness of depth in every cut, and the same degree of angle in which the knife entered the wood. You know," Pam almost sighs, "anybody can do something once, but it's the ability to repeat the same cuts time after time with the same quality that makes a good chip carver."

Too, you must know when to quit. "The difference between a novice and a professional chip carver is knowing when to stop cleaning up a carving," Pam notes. "You have to stop picking at it."

**Chipping away at cultures**

To most of us, Branson, Missouri, probably stirs up more images of guitars, cowboy boots, and country music than Old-World chip-carving motifs. Nonetheless, Pam finds Branson's show-biz atmosphere a creatively stimulating one.

"This country is a mesh of many diverse cultures, and I'm reminded of that here," Pam observes. "American art reflects that mesh, too, no matter the medium. And I can see chip carving evolving into patterns drawn from the traditional designs of various cultures."

Pam already has started the evolution. She says: "I carved traditional, Old-World designs for quite awhile. But I'd often see things that lent themselves to chip carving. Then a few years ago, a friend who had lived in Holland asked me to carve three cookie molds. Each of the designs he gave me had a special meaning in that culture. That's what really got me motivated to do other things."
The American Southwest became a big part of this new direction. "The geometric symbols just seemed like such a natural thing for chip carving," she comments. "Pete said, 'Try it.' And because he has a better eye for design than I do, I did. Now, my Southwest carvings are more popular than I ever imagined."

On trips to the East, Pam also had noticed the patterned motifs created by the Pennsylvania Dutch on barns and homes. She was fascinated by their possibilities, and began adapting them to her chip carving, too.

Regarding the symbols from other cultures, the carver makes it quite clear that what she does is borrow them. "I try to make all my composite designs original. But that sometimes means taking an element from one source and combining it with one from another. To me, I'm still carrying on the chip-carving tradition, doing what others before me would have done."

Not all wood chips are created equal
Pete Gresham, now a professional carver, too, but with a focus on relief, complements his wife Pam perfectly. He not only supplies the woodworking skills that create projects for her to chip carve, but he knows his wood.

"I couldn't carve without Pete's help," Pam explains. "He knows everything." For instance, Pam and Pete don't even consider carving oak and walnut ("Unless a customer has really deep pockets," says Pete). They stick with basswood and butternut. And even these species vary in quality. "I can tell by picking up a piece of basswood how it will carve," Pete states. "The lighter and whiter it is, the better it is, and probably the farther north it grew. There's all the difference in the world between slow-grown northern basswood that's straight, creamy, and carves easy, and southern basswood that's harder, heavier, and somewhat stringier.

"Most of the time, plain-grained basswood is best for chip carving," Pam adds. "But now that I'm doing some scene-type designs on pieces, such as a sailboat, I look for basswood in which the grain suggests an element, like waves."

About butternut, Pam has nothing but praise. "Usually with wood, the darker streaks in the grain are harder and make you lose control when your knife hits them. Not with butternut. It carves like basswood, even though it's somewhat harder."

Because the pair turn out so many items in a year, Pam and Pete buy their wood by the pallet. And the first thing they do when it arrives is sort. "We snap the bands and then start dividing the wood into carving and non-carving stock. A board of carving stock might end up as the front panel of a spice cabinet. The non-carving stock would be the back and sides," Pam explains. "First, we feel it for weight. Next, we check for straight grain and num-
ber of knots. Any basswood with gray stain we stay away from for carving because it’s unpredictable—either spongy or hard.”

Production carving, one piece at a time
With a retail outlet in Silver Dollar City, an area theme park, and a newly opened shop in Branson, Pam has to make the most of her carving hours. And she does, by applying production techniques to the carving of individual pieces.

“For new designs, I like to lay them out directly on the wood with a pencil. That way, I can always sand off mistakes before I make a pattern for reproduction,” she says. When the pattern is perfected, or one chosen to apply to several pieces, Pam beams in anticipation of the work to come. “I like production, when I can lay out as many as 20 things at a time. I mark the pattern on each one, right on down the line.”

She makes her cuts efficiently, too. “Although I complete each piece individually, I do make all the cuts that go in one direction first, then all the cuts that go in a different one,” says Pam. “It’s much like doing appliquéd work with fabric.

“When you get to a corner, you have to pivot the fabric under the machine’s pressure foot in order to keep the stitches uniform. In chip carving, you cut with the grain until it makes you stop by changing direction,” the carver explains. “Then, you must pivot the workpiece to continue. You never want to fight the grain. Half of the chip-carving process is knowing when to turn the wood for a cut. And I make cross-grain cuts the last thing that I do.”

Pam has the process down perfectly, as a close look at her work demonstrates. And there’s no sandpaper involved. Any roughness, she calls it clatter, in a cut—caused by trying to take off too much wood at once—she’ll go back and shave off.

All that cutting and pulling of the knife through the wood could take its toll on Pam. That is, if she weren’t prepared. But Pam lifts weights each morning to tone her arms and shoulder muscles for the long carving day ahead. The weight session leads her to give one solid piece of advice for would-be chip carvers. “Be sure you have enough grit to make the knife go where you want it to go.” As she said, it looks simple, but it ain’t all that easy.

Want to chip carve along with Pam?
Pam’s books, Basic Chip Carving, Chip Carving the Southwest, and Chip Carving Pennsylvania Dutch Designs, all by Shiffer Publishing Ltd., Atglen, Pa., are available for $12.95 ea. (US), plus $3 shipping. Write Pam Gresham, P.O. Box 6136, Branson, MO 65616. If you’re visiting Branson, you can see Pam and Pete’s work at Valley Road Woodcarvers in Silver Dollar City, and at Masterworks, Ltd., in Branson.
THE SUPER-VERSATILE DRILL-PRESS TABLE

A WOOD MAGAZINE EXCLUSIVE

HORIZONTAL FENCE
easily positioned for accurate hole alignment.

HORIZONTAL TABLE

ADJUSTABLE HOLD-DOWN

REMOVABLE TABLETOP CENTER

INFINITE TABLE POSITIONING provided by the tapered knobs, the mini channel mounted on bottom side of horizontal table, and the slots in your drill-press table.

INEXPENSIVE MINI CHANNEL provides secure positioning of fences and hold-downs.

VERTICAL FENCE for precise positioning of end-boring and tenon jobs.

ADJUSTABLE HOLD-DOWN firmly secures stock to both horizontal and vertical tables.

Cutout radiused for maximum fence clearance against drill-press column.

Cutout radiused for maximum table movement.

Cutout radiused for chuck clearance when using small bits.
Quality workmanship depends in large part on the accuracy of your tools. With this in mind, we set out to make your already hardworking drill press into the ultimate precision-machining center. To do this, Jim Downing, our Design Editor, and Chuck Hedlund, our trusty Project Builder, designed and tested several prototypes before settling on this L-shaped table coupled with a pair of firm fences and hold-down clamps. As shown on pages 42–43, this setup will allow you to perform numerous machining processes with impressive precision. See the Buying Guide at the end of the Bill of Materials for our source of hardware and Baltic birch plywood.

Start with the horizontal and vertical table pieces

1 Cut the horizontal table (A) and vertical table pieces (B) to the sizes listed in the Bill of Materials. (Due to its stability and strength, we used ¼” Baltic birch plywood as sourced in the Buying Guide.)

2 To make the radiused support (C), cut a piece of ¾”-thick plywood to 5¼×10¼". Mark a 9” radius and cut the support to the shape shown on the Front View drawing on the next page.

3 Cut the horizontal table tops (D, E) to size. (After using the drill-press table awhile, the center piece will get several holes drilled into it. For ease in replacing the table top center E, we constructed the table top out of three pieces rather than one.)

4 Using a hacksaw, crosscut five pieces of metal mini channel to the lengths listed on the Exploded View drawing. (We used B-Line Systems B72 mini channel. See the Buying Guide for our source.) Drill countersunk mounting holes at 4" intervals through the mini channel for screwing to the plywood tables later.

5 Mark the location of the groove on the bottom surface of the horizontal table (A). Position the table on the top of your metal drill-press table. Looking through the slots on your drill-press table, verify that the marked groove crosses at least two of the grooves in your metal table. If not, adjust the position of the groove.

6 Using a dado blade in your tablesaw, cut 1¼" dados, rabbets, and grooves (wide enough to house the mini channel just cut) in parts A, B, and D, where dimensioned on the Exploded View and Front View drawings.

7 Drill countersunk holes, and glue and screw A to the inside B in the configuration shown on the drawings. Drill more countersunk mounting holes, and drive screws through the outside surface of A and B to secure the radiused support (C) to keep the pieces (A, B) exactly 90° from each other.

8 Drill countersunk holes through the inside surfaces of A and B to secure the outside B and table tops D and E. The Ds are glued and screwed to A, the removable piece E is just screwed in place. Glue and screw the second B to the assembly. Cut a 2½" radius centered on the back edge of A/E.

9 Screw the five pieces of mini channel in place.

Continued
# DRILL-PRESS TABLE

## Bill of Materials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Finished Size</th>
<th>Matl.</th>
<th>Qty.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. horizontal table</td>
<td>¾&quot; x 15&quot; x 24&quot;</td>
<td>BP</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. vertical table pieces</td>
<td>¾&quot; x 11&quot; x 24&quot;</td>
<td>BP</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. supports</td>
<td>¾&quot; x 5½&quot; x 10¼&quot;</td>
<td>BP</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. table top sides</td>
<td>¾&quot; x 8½&quot; x 15&quot;</td>
<td>BP</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. table top center</td>
<td>¾&quot; x 7¼&quot; x 15&quot;</td>
<td>BP</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Material Key:** BP—Baltic birch plywood

**Supplies:** 6 x ¼", 8 x 1¼", 8 x 1½" flathead wood screws; 6 - ½ x 1½" and 2 - ¼ x 1" carriage bolts; 2 - ¼" locknuts; 6 - ¼" flat washers; 3 - ½ x 1½ mini channel; 2 - ½ x 1½ mini channel; 8 - 12 x ¼" panhead sheet metal screws, clear finish.

**Buying Guide**

**Hardware kit:** Five pieces of ¾ x 1¾" mini channel cut to length; two 2"-reach hold-down (toggle) clamps; four plastic wing nuts (knobs); two 3½" long oval-tapered knobs, six ½" carriage bolts 1½" long, and two ¾" carriage bolts 1¼" long, plus screws, washers, and locknuts listed above. WOOD KIT DPT1, $59 plus $3.75 shipping. Schlabach and Sons Woodworking, 720 14th Street, Kalona, IA 52247 or call 800/346-9663 to order.

**Ready-to-assemble kit:** All the pieces listed in the hardware kit above, plus all the Baltic birch plywood pieces listed in the Bill of Materials cut to size and shape with predrilled holes. WOOD KIT DPT2, $149 plus shipping (call for shipping charges) Schlabach and Sons Woodworking, address and phone number above.

## Carriage Bolt Details

- Grind edges of all ¾" carriage-bolt heads to fit mini channel.
- Grind edges of ½" carriage-bolt heads to fit mini channel.

**Hold-down (toggle) clamp**

- Do not grind edges of hold-down carriage bolts.

**Front View**

**Vertical Fence**

- 5/32" shank hole, countersunk
- 5/32" holes
- 3/8" holes
- #8 x 1½" F.H. wood screw
- 2 1/2" H. wood screw
DRILL-PRESS TABLE

Build a pair of fences for precision alignment
1 Cut the horizontal fence pieces (F, G) to size. Mark a 2½" radius on each where shown on the Horizontal Fence drawing, and bandsaw and drum-sand the radii to shape. The radius centered on G allows the drill-press chuck to come closer to the workpiece, which is especially helpful when using a small bit in the chuck. The radius in the fence base (F) allows the fence to be moved closer to the drill-press column when drilling into wide stock.

2 Mark a pair of hole centerpoints on the fence base (F). Before drilling the holes, verify that the marked points are centered over the dadoed openings in the table top. Improperly located, the carriage bolts will bind in the mini channel. Adjust if necessary, and drill the ¾" holes.

3 Drill countersunk mounting holes, and screw part G to F, checking for square.

4 Repeat the process to construct the vertical fence (H, I). Cut the end guide (J) to shape, drill the mounting holes, and screw it to the top end of the vertical fence.

5 To mount the fences to the tables, start by grinding two opposing edges of four ¾" carriage bolts until the bolt heads slide easily in the metal mini channel. See the Carriage Bolt details accompanying the Front View drawing for reference. Then, insert the bolts through the fence pieces F and H, through flat washers, and into the plastic wing nuts (knobs). The fence assemblies should slide back-and-forth in the tables easily, but without slop.

The hold-downs come next
1 Cut the clamp hold-down bases (K) to size from ¾" stock (we resawed some of the ¾" plywood we used for the other pieces). For holding ¾"-thick stock later, the bases must be less than ¾" thick. Cut or sand a ¾" radius on each corner of each K.

2 Drill a ½" hole ¾" deep in the top of each hold-down base. Now, drill a ¾" hole, centered through the middle of the counterbore.

3 Insert a ¾" carriage bolt into the bottom surface of each hold-down base. (For ease in using the hold-down clamps, we found that the hold-down bases must swivel on the tops of the tables. In order to do this, we had to use a ¾" carriage bolt instead of the ¾" bolts used on the fences.)

Put your new table to work

Here's how to secure the assembly to your drill press
1 Sand all the parts. Mask off the metal mini channel and apply a clear finish to the wood parts (we used an aerosol lacquer).

2 Secure the wooden drill-press table to the metal table with a pair of ¾" carriage bolts (with the edges of the head ground as previously explained and shown on the Carriage-Bolt detail), flat washers, and tapered knobs. (We found the long tapered knobs easy to grab and the table easier to relocate when needed.) Slide the fences with knobs attached onto their mating mini channel.
Making round-cornered mortises and the mating tenons is easy to accomplish using our fence system. As shown in Photo A, drill a hole with a Forstner bit to form the mortise.

To form a tenon to mate with the round-cornered mortise formed at left, use a tablesaw and a V-grooved support to cut the shoulders. Then, as shown in Photo B, use the hold-downs and clamp to secure the stock to the vertical table and fence. Use a plug cutter to cut a round tenon on the end of the stock.

For drilling holes in the ends of stock, switch to the vertical fence with hold-downs. As shown in Photo C, we drilled a pair of dowel holes in the ends of a rail to mate with the stile drilled in Photo E. To do this, mark the dowel-hole centerpoints on the ends of the rail. Next, use the hold-downs to clamp the rail to the vertical table. Loosen the collar connecting the drill-press table to the drill-press column. Swing the drill-press table to the side until the drill bit aligns directly over the marked centerpoint (you'll also have to move the rail to get it under the bit). If the bit won't align, rotate the drill-press head on the column for proper alignment as we had to do in Photo C. Adjust the position of the fence until the bit aligns with the marked centerpoint. Check that the fence is plumb. Use the hold-downs to secure the rail to the vertical table. Use a handscrew clamp to secure the piece to the fence. Without the handscrew clamp, the stock being drilled can slip slightly down the vertical table. Finally, drill the holes.

Drilling numerous holes all in a straight line is easy using the horizontal table and fence. For instance, if you need holes exactly 2" from the edge of a piece of stock, position the inside edge of the fence exactly 2" from the center of the bit. Now, just move the stock along the fence and all the holes will be drilled exactly 2" from the edge of the stock as shown in Photo D. You can use this same setup for drilling holes in the edge of a piece of stock as shown in Photo E. This setup is especially useful for drilling dowel holes in the edge of stiles.
7 REASONS TO BUY A HOME-SHOP SHAPER
Get yourself a serious tool for $500 to $1,000

Last winter, our project builder Chuck Hedlund came up with an interesting observation: “Have you ever noticed that by the time you pay for a router, router table, and fence, that you’ve spent as much as it costs for a small shaper?”

Sure enough, for around $500 you can buy a small shaper with a durable induction motor, cast-iron table, and micro-adjustable fence halves. And with the addition of an accessory collet, you can use router bits with these machines, too.

To find out more, we rounded up three router-bit-ready shapers that sell for about $500, and five of their bigger brothers that cost from $700 to $1,000. Below we’ll tell you how these machines compare to working with a router and give you seven reasons why you should consider putting a shaper on your tool wish list.

Print this article
Induction motors: quiet and powerful

If you find the shrill whine and blazing speed of the universal motors found on routers bothersome, you'll love the slower, quieter operation of the induction motors on shapers. Induction motors transfer power to the tool's arbor by way of a belt, as opposed to direct-drive universal motors where the shaft of the motor serves as the tool's arbor.

Most of the shapers give you two speeds ranging from 7,000 to 11,000 rpm. See the chart on page 49 for specific speeds. Shapers also enable you to reverse the direction of the spindle's rotation. This is necessary for router-bit operation, since router bits cut in a counterclockwise rotation—opposite that of shaper cutters.

An unusual feature we noticed with the Seco shaper is that it does not contain a starting capacitor which (on the rest of the machines) brings the motor up to speed as rapidly as possible. The Seco takes about six seconds to reach full speed, but this slow-start offers a safety advantage. If something is wedged between the fence and the cutter when you turn the machine on, the Seco gives you more time to react than a machine that jumps to full speed almost instantly.

The motors on these shapers run from 1 to 3 hp. The 1-hp Jet shaper provides enough power to rout with bits up to about 2" in diameter using single passes. Bigger bits, like 3" panel-raising bits, require multiple passes for a smooth cut.

The 1.5-hp motors on the Delta and the small Enlon and Grizzly shapers provide sufficient power to rout a raised panel in a single pass with a moderate feed rate. If you want to rout raised panels or large profiles day in and day out, you're better off with a 2- or 3-hp machine. Keep in mind that these big motors require a 220-volt electric outlet in your shop.

Cast-iron tables eliminate misaligned profiles

Shaper tables are ground flat to a tolerance of plus or minus .004". By contrast, a laminate-covered router table may sag up to 1/16" (.0625") over its length. This sagging won't affect most routing operations, but if you try to rout cope and stick joints, your profiles may not fit precisely.

The tables we tested ranged from 15 3/4"x18 1/4" on the Jet to 28"x30" on the larger Grizzly and Enlon models. Enlon and Grizzly put the spindle in the center of the table. Delta, Jet, Seco, and Woodtek offset the spindle opening, as shown in the photo right to give you more support under the workpiece. The front edges of the smaller Enlon and Grizzly shaper tables are tapped, however, so you can bolt on the 10"x20" cast-iron wings that both companies sell for about $60, or your own shop-made extensions.

Each of these tables offers an opening large enough to surround big panel-raising router bits and shaper cutters. Insert rings reduce the diameter of the opening to accommodate bits and cutters with smaller profiles. Our chart on page 49 lists the number of insert rings and sizes for each shaper.

The spindle on the Woodtek shaper is offset from the center of the table, giving you more support under the workpiece.
Elevating the cutters; it's as easy as turning a wheel

Router's require that you fiddle with a plunge mechanism or a spiral base to elevate the bit. Shapers employ a convenient handwheel.

Enlon and Grizzly mount the motor on a vertical bracket bolted to the quill (the housing for the spindle) as shown in the photo top left. When you turn the handwheel, the quill and motor move up or down together as a unit. But when you tighten the elevation lock on these machines, the spindle deflects about \( \frac{1}{8}'' \). To eliminate the movement, we tightened the gib screws, but this caused the handwheels to stick. With some trial-and-error, we found a happy medium on both machines. The spindles still moved, but we compensated by setting the fence after locking the elevation. The manual that comes with Grizzly’s shaper explains these adjustments to the elevation mechanism in excellent detail. Enlon’s manual makes no mention of the operation.

Seco's and Woodtek’s quills and motors are connected by a horizontal bracket, as shown in the photo top right. The quill columns are positioned closer to the motor so there's less tendency for the assembly to rack or bind during elevation. And these proved deflection-free.

The Jet shaper features a fixed motor, shown in the photo right. Since the motor weight is carried by the stand, you can crank the handwheel effortlessly, and the quill won't deflect when locked.

Delta's quill attaches to the motor carriage via two steel pins, as shown in the photo on page 47. However, this system also deflects when locked.

A horizontal plate and steel rods hold the Woodtek motor in close vertical alignment to a massive quill assembly for deflection-free locking.

The Jet shaper anchors the motor on the stand and provides a large drum for the belt to ride up and down on.
Micro-adjustable split fences

All the shapers in the test came with "micro-adjustable" fences that enable you to move the front and back halves of the fence independently in very small increments. We liked the Jet fence adjustments best. Its fence halves lock and unlock with large knobs, and the micro-adjust knobs turn easily.

The Delta shaper also provides excellent micro-adjustment. Its stack of V-shaped fiberglass rods slide back and forth independently to conform to the profiles of shaper cutters and router bits as shown bottom right. When locking, however, the fence pulls slightly to one side which makes positioning tricky.

Seco's dust hood connects to two aluminum fence halves for a lightweight and easy-to-move assembly, shown top right. A hinged plastic hood snaps open for quick access to the spindle, and a flexible steel bit guard mounts in holes located on the top of the fence halves. But the fence is only adjustable on the outfeed side when using router bits. When working with shaper cutters you must keep the fence halves parallel.

The bolts that secure the fences to the tables on the Enlon and Grizzly machines drop into holes in the fence assembly. Once they are bolted down, the only way to move these fences is to turn both micro-adjustment knobs—a slow process if you have to move the fence a lot. The remaining machines feature slots in the top of the fence assembly so you can quickly slide the entire fence in or out the full distance of the slots.

We consider dust collection essential for shapers since they remove large amounts of material. Jet, Seco, and Woodtek shapers are ready to hook up to a 4" hose. The fences on the Delta, Enlon, and Grizzly machines require accessory dust-collection equipment. Delta sells a formed-steel adapter for about $50, Grizzly also sells a formed-steel adapter for $15. Enlon sells its cast-iron dust hoods for about $30.

Seco's fence includes a hinged lid and a steel safety guard that mounts in holes in the top of the fence halves.

V-shaped slats on the Delta shaper fence conform to the profiles of different bits and cutters.

THE SEARS SHAPER Good performance, but no router-bit collet

Even though we focused our test on shapers that accommodate router bits, we were curious about the Sears Craftsman Contractor Series High-Speed Wood Shaper. It doesn't take router bits, but it performs well as a light-duty shaper. And the $390 price tag makes this machine less expensive than any in our test.

Sears put a webbed cast-iron table top and a splayed-leg stand on this tool. To raise the spindle, you push a lever rather than turn a wheel. And the single-speed (9,000 rpm), 1hp, reversible motor delivers decent power—enough to shape oges and other edge profiles in a single pass, but not enough for raised panels without multiple passes. The fence micro-adjustment mechanism works well with no slop.

Sears sells a variety of high-speed-steel shaper cutters for this 1/2"-spindle shaper, but no carbide. If this machine fits your needs, we suggest you invest in some 1/2"-bore carbide cutters. These cost $25 to $40 each, but they'll outlast the high-speed steel.
5 Accessory collets will accept your router bits

With accessory router-bit collets there's no need to abandon your router bits when you buy a shaper. We found four styles of collets on these machines.

Seco and W edtke provide the most massive router-bit collets, as shown in photo A. These tapered collets are pulled into the top of the quill by a long draw bar that runs up through the middle of the quill and screws into the bottom of the collet. At the bottom of the quill, you tighten a nut around the draw bar. When the nut is tight, the entire mass of the spindle helps to stabilize the router bit. The Woodtek collets, 1/4" and 1/2", come as standard equipment. Seco charges about $25 per collet.

Delta's router-bit collet, photo B, requires a separate, quill (about $80). You tighten the quill and also offer lots of mass.

The chuck-style collets found on the shapers from Enlon and Grizzly, shown in photo C, secure the router bit with a nut that screws down over the top of the collet. Since these taper in toward the top, they don't offer much support against side pressure when the router bit is plowing through a piece of wood. They also stand 2" higher than the other style of collets and this tends to amplify vibration. These collets are sold as optional accessories by both companies, include an insert for 3/4"-shank bits, and cost between $40 and $50.

The collet on the Jet shaper, photo D, comes as standard equipment and tapers in towards the bottom. This gives you lots of mass and the shank of the router bit to absorb vibration.

None of these router collets proved runout-free, however. Runout is a variation in the concentricity or roundness of a bit or cutter. This variation causes vibration—much like an out-of-balance tire. (See our runout test results on the chart on page 49.) Given this, we were concerned at first about the quality of cut we would get using router bits. But we got good results—smooth cuts and no chatter or scalloping—with router bits in all the shapers.

6 Changing bits and cutters is easy

Most woodworkers find that changing router bits on a table-mounted router is tricky and often frustrating. Here, again, shapers offer an advantage.

The Seco and the Woodtek shapers feature a convenient spindle lock. Simply push a lever to lock the spindle, and then turn the nut at the top of the quill to loosen the shaper or router bit. The other shapers require two wrenches, one at the top of the quill and one at the bottom. But you can reach the top nut from above the table, making this an easy operation.

7 Shaper spindles stand up to heavy loads

All the machines in our test come with 1/4" and 3/4" spindles. The Seco and the big shapers from Enlon and Grizzly also include 1" spindles as standard equipment.

You'll find the greatest selection of shaper cutters in the 3/4"-spindle size. But you also can buy snap-in bushings that enable you to put 3/4" cutters on 1/2" spindles. The 1/2" spindles, however, don't offer much resistance against the massive side loads a shaper cutter receives. For medium-duty shaping, we recommend you stick with the 3/4" spindles. And for long production runs, heavy-duty work, or work with a power feeder, go with the 1" spindle size.

The Seco shaper features a spindle that tilts 45° towards the front of the machine and 10° towards the rear. This tilting spindle enables you to change the cutting profile of your router bits or shaper cutters and make odd-angle cuts like a 10° chamfer.

Written by Tom Jackson
Technical consultant: Bob McFarlin
Photographs: John Hetherington
Our recommendations
Router tables still deserve a place in most shops. Benchtop router tables are compact and easy to store, and you can always detach the router and use it freestanding. But if you find you need a super-flat table, or if you do a lot of work with the bigger router bits, then a small- or medium-size shaper may be a wise investment.

We chose the Jet as our favorite in the $500 range. It’s got the best fence of any shaper in this category. Of the larger shapers, we call it a tie between Seco and Woodtek. The Woodtek has the heaviest quill housing, quill, bearings, spindles, and router collet in the test. It should hold up well under years of rigorous use. The Seco, with its big aluminum fence, tilting arbor and large table, impressed us as the most versatile and user-friendly machine.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MANUFACTURER</th>
<th>MODEL NUMBER</th>
<th>MOTOR SPEEDS (RPM)</th>
<th>HORSEPOWER</th>
<th>VOLTAGE</th>
<th>OPENING SIZE (INCHES)</th>
<th>SPINDLE LOCK (Y/N)</th>
<th>ELEVATION (NUMBER OF TURNS ON HAND WHEEL)</th>
<th>FENCE TYPE</th>
<th>Pace Size One-Half (Inches)</th>
<th>RUNOUT</th>
<th>SPEED (RPM)</th>
<th>SPINDLE ROUTER</th>
<th>FENCE</th>
<th>TOOLING</th>
<th>OVERALL RATING</th>
<th>WEIGHT (Pounds)</th>
<th>WELDING PRICE (dollars)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Enlon</td>
<td>EN3302</td>
<td>7.000-10.000</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>110/220</td>
<td>10 x 20 1/4</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>CI</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>10 x 2 1/4</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grizzly</td>
<td>G1035</td>
<td>7.000-10.000</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>110/220</td>
<td>18 x 20 1/4</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>CI</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>10 x 2 1/4</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jet</td>
<td>JWS18H0</td>
<td>7.000-9.000</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>110/220</td>
<td>15 1/4 x 18 1/2</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>3/4</td>
<td>CI</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>10 x 2 3/4</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delta</td>
<td>43-355</td>
<td>7.000-10.000</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>110/220</td>
<td>18 x 30</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>9 1/2</td>
<td>CA</td>
<td>SF</td>
<td>10 x 4</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enlon</td>
<td>EN3303</td>
<td>7.000-10.000</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>28 x 30</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>CI</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>12 x 2 1/4</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grizzly</td>
<td>G1626</td>
<td>7.000-10.000</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>28 x 30</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>CI</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>12 x 2 1/4</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seco</td>
<td>SK28SP</td>
<td>3.000-6.000</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>22 1/2 x 27</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>4 1/2</td>
<td>GA</td>
<td>EA</td>
<td>13 x 5</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodtek</td>
<td>805-896</td>
<td>7.000-11.000</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>19 1/2 x 19 1/2</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>CI</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>14 1/2 x 3 1/2</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NOTES:**
1. (G) Cast iron
2. (S) Slotted steel
3. (A) Cast aluminum
4. (W) Wood
5. (E) Excellent
6. (G) Good
7. (F) Fair
8. (P) Poor
9. (O) 0.002" or less
10. (T) Taiwan
11. (*) Shipping not included

Who to call for more information:
Delta: 800/438-2486
Enlon: 800/938-9397
Jet: 938/744.953
Seko: 800/225-7326
Woodtek: 800/965-0939
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Scrollsaw these terrific coasters

FLAMINGOS UNDER

Don't risk a coaster shortage this year! Fashion a flock of these fabulous flamingo coasters to help keep your furniture ring-free.

Start with the inlay
1 Cut four \( \frac{3}{8} \times 4 \frac{1}{2} \times 4 \frac{1}{2} \) blanks, two from dark-colored stock and two from lighter-colored material. (We used beech and walnut.) Stack the pieces in sets of two, one light and one dark, with the grain running in the same direction. Fasten each set together for stack-cutting, using a spot of double-faced tape in each corner. Each stack will yield two inlaid designs, each the negative of the other.
2 Photocopy the two Full-Sized Coaster patterns in the WOOD PATTERNSTM insert in the middle of the magazine. Adhere a pattern to the top of each cutting stack with spray adhesive. (No, it doesn't matter which side you call the top.)
3 Drill \( \frac{1}{8} \)" blade start holes on the design line (Line A) where shown, and thread the scrollsaw blade to begin cutting. To achieve a tight fit between parts, install a no. 2 blade, .028-.029x.012-.013" with 20-23 teeth per inch. (For a less-obtrusive start hole with such a fine blade, you could use a smaller twist drill, such as a \( \frac{1}{8} \)" or a no. 67, chucked in a drill press.) Cut around the design. (On the two-legged flamingo, cut out between the legs first.)
4 Separate the cutouts. Then, insert the center piece or pieces from the beech into the walnut piece and the walnut center into the beech.
5 Epoxy-glue the inner and outer parts of each inlaid piece to a \( \frac{3}{8} \times 4 \frac{1}{2} \times 4 \frac{1}{2} \) blank that's the same species as that surrounding the inlay. That is, glue the walnut square with the beech inlay to another piece of walnut; the beech piece inlaid with walnut to beech. Clamp between two pieces of \( \frac{1}{4} \)"-thick scrapwood, placing waxed paper on top of the inlaid piece. Unclamp, clean off the squeeze-out, then reclaim.
6 Draw lines B and C on the unpatterned pieces. To do this, draw diagonal lines on the inlaid square to locate the center. Then, draw circles of the diameters shown around the center.

Surround it with a rim
1 Temporarily attach the laminated, inlaid square on top of a \( \frac{1}{2} \times 4 \frac{1}{2} \times 4 \frac{1}{2} \) piece of stock. (We used cherry.) A spot of double-faced tape at each corner will hold them together.
2 Drill a blade start hole on the inside edge line (Line B). To make a tight fit between the rim and the inlaid center, tilt the scrollsaw table to 1°, then saw around the line, keeping the workpiece center on the low side of the table. (The angle can vary slightly, depending upon the exact thickness of the wood layers and the
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width of the blade kerf, so make a

test cut on scrap material.)

3 Return the table to level, then

saw around the outer line (Line

C). Separate the pieces. Keep the

1/4"-thick laminated inlaid center

and the 1/4"-thick outer rim. Remove the remaining patterns.

4 Finish-sand the face of the inlaid

center with 150-, 220-, and 320-

grit sandpaper. Sand slight round-

overs on the top edges of the rim, and finish-sand its outside edge. (Don't sand the inside of the rim and the outer edge of the center; that would spoil the fit.)

5 Epoxy-glue the rim to the inlaid

center, placing the bottoms of the

center and rim flush. Spray semi-
gloss polyurethane (or any other

durable, clear finish) on both

sides of the coaster.

Construct a caddy

1 Stack two 3/8"x5x3" pieces of

stock for cutting (we used wal-

nut). Hold them together with
double-faced tape.

2 Adhere the Full-Sized Reversed

Base Pattern to the stack. The side

you attach the pattern to will be

the backside of the caddy's back

piece. Scrollsaw around the pat-

tern line. (We used a Reverse-
tooth blade to minimize splinter-
ing on the front surface.)

3 Drill a 1/8" hole (or a size to fit

your 3/8" dowel rod) 1/8" deep at
each marked location. Separate
the cutouts, and sand.

4 To make a caddy for four coast-
er, cut two 2 1/4" lengths of 3/8" dowel rod. (Multiply 1/2" by the number of coasters and add 3/8" to the result to determine the dowel length for other coaster-set sizes.) Glue them into the base holes as shown in the Exploded View drawing. Apply a clear finish to the caddy.

Project Design: Bill Zaun
Photograph: John Hetherington
Illustrations: Roxanne LeMone; Lorna Johnson
Students and adults alike will enjoy pulling up a chair to this simple but functional desk. Straightforward construction using mostly plywood keeps building time and costs at a minimum.

Start with the curved-front desktop
1 Using a straightedge and a portable circular saw fitted with a carbide-tipped blade, cut the top (A) from a half-sheet of ¾"-thick particleboard to 26½"×47½".
2 To cut the curved front edge of the top (A), mark a point along each side at a distance of 23¾" from the back edge of the top where shown on the Parts View drawing. Drive a #4 nail as close to the edge as possible at each marked point. Now, mark the center of the front edge of the top. Rip a strip from the edge of a board to ½"×¾"×60". With the aid of a helper, place this thin strip against the nails from the back, and push the strip to the marked centerpoint. Mark the curve along the front edge of the strip with a pencil, being careful not to push too hard against the strip and distort the curve.
3 Use a jigsaw to cut the curved front edge of the top (A) where just marked in the previous step, cutting just outside the marked line. Now, sand to the line to finish shaping the front curved edge, being careful to keep the sander perpendicular to the particleboard. (We used a 150-grit sanding belt in our sander, allowing us to sand to the line gradually.)
4 Mark the location of the stopped dadoses on the bottom surface of the desktop (A) where dimensioned on the Parts View drawing. Install a ¾" straight bit into a hand-held router, and adjust it to cut ⅜" deep. Cut a dado in a piece of scrap to verify that the mating piece of plywood will fit snugly in the dado. If the piece fits loosely, you'll have to switch to a ½" bit and rout the correct width of dado in two passes. Using a straightedge, rout a pair of ¾" dadoses ⅜" deep where marked. Dadoses like this that do not go all the way through are called stopped dadoses.
the way through are called "stopped" dadoes. Since the dadoes are cut on the bottom of the desktop (A), absolute accuracy in stopping the dadoes where marked is not crucial.

**Cut the remaining pieces to size and shape**

1. Cut the braces (B), shelf (C), back (D), and sides (E) to the sizes listed in the Bill of Materials from ¾" oak plywood.
2. Using the dimensions on the Parts View for reference, mark the cutlines, and cut and sand the braces (B) to shape.
3. Mark the location of the dadoes and rabbets on the shelf (C) where dimensioned on the Parts View drawing. Rout the dadoes and rabbets where marked, making certain that the dadoes in the shelf align with the dadoes on the bottom surface of the top (A).
4. Mark the location of the groove and dadoes on the inside face of the back (D). Form the dadoes but not the groove. Again, make certain that dadoes in the back align with the dadoes on the bottom surface of the top (A) and the top surface of the shelf (C). Since the groove will have to accommodate a plastic laminated top, it needs to be 13½" wide. Before routing the groove, verify its location by dry-clamping the top (A), braces (B), and shelf (C) together. Then, hold the back (D) in place, and mark the exact location of the groove. Cut or rout the groove where marked.
5. Transfer the full-sized pattern from the WOOD PATTERNS™ insert in the center of the magazine for the front-edge cutout in the sides (E) to a piece of scrap plywood measuring 9×32". Bandsaw and sand to the line to form a template.
6 Use trammel points to mark a 36° radius across the top edge of one side piece where shown on the Parts View drawing. Then, use the template to mark the curved cutout along the front edge. Cut and sand the top and front curves smooth. Use this side piece to mark the cutlines onto the second piece, and cut and sand it to shape.

7 Mark the locations, and cut the dadoes and rabbet on the inside surface of each side piece.

8 Chuck a 3/8" slot cutter into your hand-held router. Carefully position the bit to cut a slot centered along the edge of the plywood. Now, rout a slot in the braces (B), shelf (C), back (D), and sides (E) where shown on the Exploded View drawing and accompanying T-Mold detail. Don't rout the slot in A yet; you'll do this after adding the plastic laminate.

**Finishing now makes for ease of assembly later**

1 Finish-sand the braces, shelf, back, and sides.

2 Apply two coats of polyurethane to both sides of the braces (B), the shelf (C), the back (D), and to the inside face of the sides (E). You'll finish the outside face of the sides (E) after you've drilled and plugged the mounting holes. It is much easier to finish all these pieces before assembly, since they can be both varnished and rubbed out between coats as individual flat pieces.

**Laminating and routing the desktop**

1 Glue and clamp the braces (B) into the dadoes in the top (A), making certain that the backs of the braces are flush with the back edge of the top. Check for square. Drill countersunk pilot and shank
holes through the top (A) into the braces, and secure with wood screws. Make sure the screws don’t protrude above the top surface of A; if so, they’ll create bumps when adding the plastic laminate in the next step.

2. Adhere the plastic laminate to the top (A) with contact cement. Trim the laminate with a flush-trim bit. Do not bevel-trim the front edge; we’ll cover the front edge with the T-mold later.

3. Chuck a ½" slot cutter into your hand-held router. Carefully position the bit to cut a slot centered along the front edge of the laminated top (A). Place the top/braces assembly (A/B) laminate side down on a pad on the workbench, and rout a slot in the front edge of the top (A) where shown on the Parts View drawing.

4. Clamp the shelf (C) to the top/braces assembly (A, B). Drill countersunk mounting holes through the shelf and into the braces. Drive the screws. Then, add the back (D) to the top/braces/shelf assembly in the same manner.

5. Place the carcass assembly (A, B, C, D) on end on a pad on the floor as shown in the photo below left. Position a side (E) in place, and use a clamp to draw the side tight to the back. Drill counterbored mounting holes through the side piece and into the mating pieces. Drive screws to secure the assemblies. Carefully turn the assembly over, drill the mounting holes, and screw the other side piece in place as shown in the photo.

6. Use a plug cutter to cut ½" oak plugs ⅛" long. Glue the face-grain plugs into the counterbores, aligning the grain of the plugs with the surrounding veneer grain. Trim and sand the plugs flush.

A trio of drawers

Add needed storage

1. Cut the false drawer fronts (F, G) to size from ¾" oak plywood. Mark a ½" radius on each corner of each drawer front. Cut and sand the corners to shape (we used a bandsaw and a disc sander).

2. Install a ⅛" slot cutter in a table-mounted router, and adjust it to cut a slot in the center of the ¾" plywood. Test-rout scrap stock first to verify the setting. Rout the perimeter of the drawer fronts (F, G). See the Drawers drawing for reference.

3. Mark the centerpoints and drill holes for adding the pulls later. Drill counterbores on the inside surface of the drawer fronts so the screw heads won’t protrude.

4. From ½" stock (we used oak), cut the drawer sides (H) and fronts and backs (I, K) to size.

5. Cut or rout ½" rabbets ⅛" deep across both ends of each drawer side (H).

6. Clamp each of the three drawers together. Check for square. Drill countersunk mounting holes, and drive the screws.

7. Measure the drawers, and cut the ¼" plywood bottoms (J, L) to size. Drill the holes and screw the bottoms to the drawers.

Add the finish, and then the T-mold

1. Finish-sand each drawer and the outside surfaces of the desk sides (E). Apply two coats of polyurethane, sanding or steel-wooling between coats.

2. Using the article on attaching T-mold on page 4 and the Exploded View drawing for reference, add the T-mold in the following progression:

- Attach one piece (T1) of T-mold to the back edge of each plywood side (E), mitering both the top and bottom ends.

- Attach one piece (T2) from the upper rear corner of each side (E), mitered to T1 and running T2 to the bottom front corner of each side, mitered at the bottom edge of the side.

- Attach a piece (T3) across the bottom edge of each side (E), mitered to T1 at the back and the T2 piece at the front.

- Attach one piece (T4) across the front edge of the shelf.

- Attach a piece (T5) up the front edge of each brace (B), extending from the shelf (C) to the underside of the top (A).

- Attach one piece (T6) across the front curved edge of the top (A).

- Attach a piece (T7) across the top edge of the back (D).

- Finally, attach a piece of the T-mold (T8) around each of the
drawer fronts (F, G), starting and ending at the bottom center of each drawer.

**Install the drawers to complete your desk**

1. Screw the drawer slides to the bottom side edge of each drawer. Make certain that the drawer slide is flush with the front of the drawer box. The 22" drawer slide will protrude beyond the back end of the drawer box. The drawers are made shorter than the full depth of the desk to accommodate computer wiring should you decide to use the desk for that purpose.

2. Mount the mating slide members to the desk sides (E) and braces (B). As shown on the Exploded View drawing, the top edge of our slides were positioned 21 1/2" from the bottom edge of the top (A).

3. Attach the pulls to the drawer fronts (F, G). Apply two pieces of double-faced tape to the back side of each drawer front (F, G) and adhere them to the fronts of the drawer box fronts (I, K), leaving a 3/4" gap between the top edge of the drawer fronts and the bottom surface of the top (A). Leave an equal spacing side-to-side.

4. Slide the drawers forward, drill mounting holes, and secure the Fs to the I parts and G to K.

### Buying Guide

**Study desk hardware.** 50' of 1 1/8" bumper-style black plastic T-mold (#801-656); three pair of 22" bottom mount, single-extension drawer slides (878-204); three 3 1/2" oak drawer pulls (825-576); 3/8" slot cutter (152-053). Woodworker's Supply, 1108 North Glenn Road, Casper, WY 82601. Or call 800/645-9292 to order.

Written by Marlen Kemmet
Project Design: Jan Hale Svec
Illustrations: Kim Downing
Photographs: King Au, John Hetherington
Colonial charm in two simple turnings

Project prep
Stock
The spindle requires stock 1½x1½x6½"; the base, a piece 1¼x3¼x3¼". We turned the candlestick shown from yellow birch; you could use any domestic or exotic hardwood, or mix species. This project is ideally suited for small scraps and cutoff pieces. You could glue up blanks, too.

Turning tools
Roughing gouge
3/8" (or other miniature size) and 1/2" spindle gouge
1" skew
1/2" round-nose scraper

Lathe equipment
3-4" faceplate
Screw chuck
Live (ball-bearing) tail center
Drill chuck for tailstock

Construct the drive fixture
Trace the outline of your 3-4" lathe faceplate on 1½"-thick stock. (Fir or pine 2x dimensional lumber works just fine.) Bandsaw the disc, and attach it to the faceplate with wood screws.

Turn the face of the disc flat and true. With a 1/4" gouge, bore 1" deep straight into the center of the disc. Enlarge the hole to accept a 1" dowel. Keep the side straight for a snug fit.

Glue a 2" length of 1" dowel into the hole, ensuring that it stands perpendicular to the disc's face. Turn the protruding dowel end to mate snugly with the hole in the spindle blank. Leaving a flat surface about 1½" in diameter around the dowel, turn the disc to approximately the form shown in the Spindle Blank illustration.

Turn the spindle
Mount the stock as shown in the Spindle Blank illustration. Round it to 1½" diameter, using a roughing gouge and 1" skew. If the workpiece stalls too readily as you cut, tighten the tailstock pressure to increase the drive friction. You also can place a leather or rubber washer or double-faced tape between the end of the stock and the drive face on the fixture to increase drive friction.

With a parting tool, cut in to the diameters indicated at four points on the Spindle Blank drawing. Hold a pencil point against the rotating blank 1¼" from its headstock end to locate the turning's major diameter.

Using those reference points and following the Full-Sized Spindle Half-Pattern, turn the spindle to shape. You can do most of the job with a 1/4" spindle gouge. A smaller gouge will come in handy for the small cove near the base. Cut the sharp vee right below the candle cup with a 1/2" skew or a parting tool laid sideways.

If you've been burning your candle at both ends lately, maybe it's time to lighten up. Here's our suggestion: Enjoy a relaxing evening at the lathe, turning this simple, attractive candlestick.
CANDLESTICK

The base tenon will fit into a ½" hole in the base, so size it accurately and keep the sides straight for a good fit. Sand the spindle with 120- and 220-grit sandpaper. For a finer surface, sand the spindle with the grain—the lathe not running—with 320-grit paper. Apply the finish of your choice, but not to the tenon nor the face around it.

Shape the base
Turn the small base easily, using a screw chuck. To mount the stock, first measure the length of the screw protruding from the face of the chuck (ours is just shy of ¾`). Then, glue a ¾×3¼" scrapwood waste block a little thicker than the screw’s length to the back of the 1¼×3¼×3¼" base stock.

Draw diagonal lines on the waste block to locate the center. Scribe a 3¼" circle around the center. Then, drill a pilot hole for the screw straight into the center point. Bandsaw the circle. Attach the screw chuck to the waste block and workpiece.

Referring to the Base Blank drawing and the Full-Sized Base Half-Pattern, turn the base to shape. Start with the side profile, cutting into the waste block as you form the side curve with your ½" spindle gouge.

Before hollowing the top of the base cup, bore a ½" hole to receive the spindle tenon. To do this, install a drill chuck on your lathe’s tailstock, and chuck a ½" bit in it. (A flat-bottomed hole bored by a Forstner bit would be ideal.) Go 1½" deep.

Then, using the hole as a starting point, hollow the top. Blend the upswept side into the base, but maintain a flat center surface at least 1½" in diameter.

Sand and finish the base. Then, fit the spindle tenon into the base hole. Trim the tenon if necessary to make the spindle seat firmly on the base. Glue the spindle into the base, using the tail center to align it and clamp it.

After the glue dries, enlarge and taper the candle hole with a small round-nose scraper. With the gouge, cut the top of the candle cup at an angle where shown. Support the workpiece with your hand for both operations, if necessary. Then, part the candlestick from the faceplate. Finally, sand and finish the bottom.

---
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Project Design: M.Y. Tucker
Illustrations: Roxanne LeMoine
Photograph: John Hetherington
One minute it's a relaxing sofa. The next, it's a comfortable bed. Either way, our sturdy oak frame supports its fluffy mattress in the greatest of style. Build one for an extra bedroom, the family room, or that college-bound scholar. You'll find that the futon gets lots of use, and that you'll be the genius who made it.

**Note:** We built our frame around a 54"x75" full-sized futon mattress. If you select a different size mattress, you'll need to adjust the frame size accordingly.

Let's start with the slots and mortises in the legs

1. To form the 1 1/2"-thick legs (A), cut eight pieces of 3/4"-thick stock to the size listed in the Bill of Materials plus 3/8" in width and 3/4" in length. (Since 1 1/2"-thick oak is difficult to find, we laminated two pieces of 3/4" stock to form the 1 1/2"-thick pieces.)

2. Using double-faced tape, adhere the two 3/4" pieces that will be used for the inside piece of each front leg together face-to-face. Repeat for the two 3/4" pieces that will be used for the inside piece of each rear leg.

3. Using spray adhesive, adhere the full-sized rear-leg pattern from the WOOD PATTERNSTM insert in the center of the magazine to the taped-together rear-leg inside pieces. Since the rear-leg pieces are cut slightly oversized, center the pattern top-to-bottom and side-to-side.

4. Chuck a 3/4" bit (we used a Forstner) into your drill press. Drill a 3/4" hole through both pieces at each of the three centerpoints on the L-shaped slot where marked on the pattern. Then, drill a pair of 3/4" holes to hog-out stock for the mortises in the front and rear leg inside pieces.

5. Pry the inside rear-leg pieces apart, and remove the tape. Using a straightedge, mark lines from hole to hole to form the slot and mortise outlines on the one piece that does not have the pattern...
This super sofa project doubles as a comfy bed

See the WOOD PATTERNS™ insert in the center of the magazine for the full-sized patterns of A, B, and C.

EXPLODED VIEW

3/4 x 3/4 x 21/2" angle iron

1" x 1" x 21/2" angle iron

3/4" dowels 21/2" long

3/4" x 1 1/4" tenon 3/4" long

3/4" x 1 1/4" tenon 3/4" long

3/4 x 9 1/4 x 96" Oak (2 required)

3/4 x 11 1/4 x 96" Oak (4 required)

3/4 x 11 1/4 x 96" Oak

3/4 x 11 1/4 x 72" Oak

1/2 x 48 x 96" Oak plywood

Bill of Materials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Finished Size</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Qty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>END FRAMES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A* legs</td>
<td>1 1/4&quot;</td>
<td>3 1/2&quot;</td>
<td>20 1/4&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B* bottom rails</td>
<td>1 1/4&quot;</td>
<td>5 1/2&quot;</td>
<td>25 1/4&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C* top rails</td>
<td>1 1/4&quot;</td>
<td>2 1/2&quot;</td>
<td>25 1/4&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D* wainscoting</td>
<td>5 1/8&quot;</td>
<td>3 1/4&quot;</td>
<td>7 1/8&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E* armrests</td>
<td>3 1/4&quot;</td>
<td>3 1/4&quot;</td>
<td>35 1/4&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAILS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F* front &amp; rear rails</td>
<td>1 1/4&quot;</td>
<td>2 1/2&quot;</td>
<td>76 1/4&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BACKREST AND SEAT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G* backrest upright</td>
<td>1 1/2&quot;</td>
<td>2 1/2&quot;</td>
<td>34 1/4&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H* seat ends</td>
<td>1 1/2&quot;</td>
<td>2 1/2&quot;</td>
<td>25 1/4&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I* backrest top crossbmr.</td>
<td>1 1/2&quot;</td>
<td>2 1/2&quot;</td>
<td>74 1/2&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Initially cut parts marked with an * oversized. Trim to finished size according to the instructions.

Materials Key: LO-laminated oak, OW-oak wainscoting, O-oak, OP-oak plywood.

Supplies: #8x1", #8x1 1/4", and #8x2" flathead wood screws; 4-1/4" hanger bolts 2" long; 2-3/4" carriage bolts 3/4" long; 1/4" washers; 6-3/4" locknuts; 5/16" lag screws 1 1/2" long; 3/4" hardwood dowel; 4-1x1-1/2" angle iron, clear finish.
attached to it. Repeat the process on the front pieces by separating them and marking the mortise on the unpatterned piece.

6 Using a jigsaw, cut the L-shaped slots and mortises in the rear leg pieces to shape as shown in the photo below. Next, cut the mortises in the front leg pieces.

7 Using the same 3/4" dowel stock you'll glue in place in the backrest uprights (G) later, check the fit of the dowel in the slot in each piece. (We had to sand our slots slightly for the dowel to slide back and forth easily.)

8 With the edges and ends flush, glue and clamp the front leg pieces for each leg face-to-face. Glue up the back legs, keeping in mind you need a matching pair of front and rear legs. If you're not careful, it's easy to end up with two right-hand or two left-hand legs for the front or back.

9 Trim an equal amount off both ends of each leg (A) for a 20 1/4" finished length. Cut or plane an equal amount off both edges of each leg for a 3/4" finished width.

Machining the inside edges of the legs comes next

1 Using the Rear Leg drawing below and the patterns on the WOOD PATTERNS®™ insert, mark the mortise and groove locations to the inside edge of each leg. Hold the legs together face-to-face and use a square to verify that the mortises align.

2 Use your drill press, fence, and a Forstner bit centered over the joint line to drill 3/4" holes 3/4" deep to remove most of the stock from each marked mortise. Use a chisel to square the mortise corners.

Cut the remaining end-frame pieces

1 To form the 1 1/2"-thick bottom and top rails (B, C), cut 3/4"-thick stock to the sizes listed in the Bill of Materials plus 1/4" in width and 1/4" in length.

2 Cut 3/4"-wide slots in the inside pieces of the bottom rails (B) just like you did for the inside pieces of the legs.

3 Glue and clamp the pieces together, and later cut the rails (B, C) to the finished sizes listed in the Bill of Materials.

4 Purchase enough oak wainscoting for the two end frames (we purchased ours at a local homecenter). Measure the thickness of the wainscoting (ours measured 3/8"-thick). Now, use a router and a straight bit or a dado blade to cut a groove centered along the inside edge of each leg. Whether using the tablesaw or a table-mounted router, you'll need to use stops to end the grooves at the mortises. The groove needs to be as wide as your wainscoting is thick. If you rout the grooves, do it in several passes, raising the bit each pass. Do not attempt to rout the grooves in one pass.

5 Cut or rout a groove to the same width centered along the top edge of the bottom rails (B). Then, cut the same width of groove 1 1/4" deep along the bottom edge of the top rails (C).

6 Using the dimensions on the Top Rails Pattern on the WOOD PATTERNS®™ insert and the End Frame drawing, cut the tenons on each end of each rail.

7 Transfer the full-sized pattern, and cut and sand the bottom edge of the top rails (C) to shape.

8 Crosscut the oak wainscoting (D) to length.

Now, let's assemble the end frames

1 Dry-clamp (no glue) each end frame to check the fit. You'll need to trim the outside edge of each outside piece of wainscoting. The
outside edges of the wainscoting should protrude into the 3/8"-deep groove about 3/16". Also, mark the taper-cutline on the bottom of each leg so the top end of the taper stops just below the point where the bottom rail (B) meets the leg (A).
2 Cut the tapers and sand to remove the saw marks.
3 As shown in the photo below, glue and clamp each end frame together, checking for square. (We ran a thin bead of glue in the grooves in the bottom and top rails to keep the wainscoting from rattling in the finished frame. Be careful to minimize squeeze-out. We did not glue the tongue-and-groove joints between the individual wainscoting pieces.) Wipe off all excess glue with a damp cloth.
4 Cut the armrests (E) to size. Check that the top edge of the assembled end frame is flat, then glue and clamp an armrest to the top of each frame. The inside edge of each armrest is flush with the inside surface of each end frame, and the armrests are centered front to back on the top edge of each end frame.

Glue and clamp each end frame together. Immediately wipe off excess glue with a damp cloth.

Cut a pair of rails for joining the end panels
1 Cut and laminate 3/4"-thick stock for the front and rear rails (F) just like you did for the legs (A).
2 Trim the rails to finished size, and cut a tenon on each end of each rail to the size shown on the Tenon detail accompanying the Exploded View drawing. For proper clearance of the assembled seat and backrest assemblies between the end frames, keep the distance between the tenon shoulders 75° as dimensioned on the Exploded View drawing.
3 Set the rails aside; you'll use them to join the end frames later.

The backrest uprights come next
1 Cut and laminate 3/4"-thick stock to form the backrest uprights (G). Cut the uprights to finished size, miter-cutting the bottom ends at 25° where shown on the Backrest Uprights drawing.
2 Clamp the uprights edge-to-edge, and use a square to lay out the centerpoints for the holes on the outside face of each.
3 On the inside face of each, mark the location for the stopped rabbit and dado.
4 Remove the clamps, and drill the holes to the correct sizes where marked.

Continued
5 Cut the 1½" dado 3/4" deep in each where marked. (We did this on a tablesaw fitted with a dado blade.) Then, cut the 3/8" rabbet 3/4" deep where marked (we did this on a table-mounted router fit with a straight bit).

Cut the pieces and assemble the seat and backrest
1 Cut and laminate 3/4"-thick stock to form the 1½"-thick seat ends (H), backrest bottom and top crossmembers (I, J), and seat crossmembers (K).
2 Cut the pieces (H, I, J, K) to the finished sizes listed in the Bill of Materials. For a proper fit of the seat and backrest assemblies between the end frames, be careful to cut crossmembers I, J, and K to the exact lengths listed in the Bill of Materials.
3 Cut a rabbet across each end of parts I and K where dimensioned on the Seat and Backrest drawing.
4 Measure the exact thickness of the 5/8" AB plywood that you'll use for the backrest and seat panels (L, M). (To keep the overall weight down, we used 1/2" stock for the panels. If you have trouble finding this thickness of sheet goods, you may have to use 3/4"-thick stock.)
5 Cut a rabbet along the top edges of parts H, I, J, and K where dimensioned on the Seat and Backrest drawing.
6 Glue and screw the backrest frame (G, I, J) together, checking for square. Measure the opening, and cut the backrest panel (L) to fit. Set it in place. Check for square again. For bind-free movement of the backrest and seat assemblies between the end frames later, each assembly must be square. Drill countersunk
mounting holes, and glue and screw the backrest panel in place. Repeat the process just described to glue, clamp, and screw together the seat assembly (H, K, M).

8. Use a plug cutter to cut sixteen 3/8" plugs ½" long. Glue a plug into each counterbore. Later, sand the plugs flush.

9. Position the seat assembly between the miter-cut ends of the backrest uprights (G). Use the previously drilled holes in the uprights as guides to drill mating ¼" holes in the seat ends (H), ½" in from the ends where dimensioned on the Seat and Backrest drawing at left.

It's time to add the finish, assemble, and relax

1. Finish-sand the end frames, rails, backrest, and seat.

2. Crosscut four pieces of 3/4" dowel to 2½" long. Sand a slight chamfer on each end, and glue them in place in the backrest where shown on the drawing.

3. Apply a clear finish to all parts. (We used a semi-gloss lacquer.)

4. Use a pair of ½" carriage bolts 3½" long with flat washers and locknuts to connect the backrest to the seat assembly.

5. Using the Tenon detail accompanying the Exploded View drawing, cut four pieces of 1" angle iron to 2½" long. Drill three holes in each where shown on the detail. Sand or file the pieces to remove the burrs.

6. Drill mounting holes, and screw an angle-iron brace to the ends of each rail (F).

7. Position one end frame inside face up on your workbench or on a blanket on the floor, depending on the available clearance from the floor to the ceiling. Now, set the rails (F) in their mating mortises. Using the angle-iron braces as guides, mark the location of the hanger-bolt hole on each leg (A). Remove the rails, and drill the hanger-bolt mounting holes where marked. Repeat this step to mark and drill the holes in the opposite end frame.

8. Double-nut four ½" hanger bolts 2" long, and thread them into their mating holes in the legs.

9. Fit (no glue) the rails (F) to one end frame, sliding the angle-iron brace onto the hanger bolts protruding from each end-frame leg. Secure the braces to the legs and hanger bolts with a ½" locknuts.

10. With the assistance of a helper, position the backrest/seat assemblies face down on your workbench (we used a pad to protect the finish). Then, position the end frame/rail assembly so the dowels in the backrest fit into the slots in the end frame. Now, position the opposite end frame in place. Thread the locknuts onto the hanger bolts to secure the second end frame to the assembly.

11. To prevent fingers from getting pinched when raising and leveling the seat and backrest assembly, cut a pair of stops (N) to size. Drill a pair of countersunk mounting holes in each, sand, finish, and screw one stop to the bottom edge of each seat end (H), 4" from the front edge of K where shown on the Exploded View drawing.

12. For seating, position the seat and backrest in the configuration shown on the End Section (Sofa position) drawing below left. In the seating position, keep the back edge of the futon frame 10" from the wall for clearance. For sleeping, simply lift the front seat crossmember (K) and pull forward. Once the seat and backrest assemblies lie flat, pull the entire assembly backwards about ½" so the dowels in the backrest uprights (G) lock in place in the grooves in the rear legs (A) where shown in End Section (Bed position) drawing below right.

Written by Marlen Kemmer
Project Design: James R. Downing
Illustrations: Kim Downing; Lorna Johnson
Photographs: King Au

To reposition from a bed to a sofa: Pull front rail (K) to move seat/backrest forward (about 1½'). Lift backrest to full raised seat position.

To change from a sofa to a bed: Lift front rail (K) about 2' and pull forward. Once seat/backrest assembly is flat, push seat/backrest back about 1½' to lock in position, preventing seat/backrest from folding.
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A great wooden cache for the day's post

First-Class

Practical as well as pretty, this easy-to-build mailbox would look right at home beside any woodworker's front door. We made it large enough to shelter a big bundle of mail (including your copy of WOOD magazine) from the weather.

Cut out the pieces
1 Cut the two sides (A) to the dimensions shown in the Bill of Materials. Make two photocopies of the Side pattern. (They're in the WOOD PATTERNS™ insert in the middle of the magazine.) Using rubber cement or spray adhesive, adhere one pattern copy to the right-hand side, placing it on the surface that will face out. Stick the pattern on the inside face of the left-hand side.
2 Set your tablesaw's miter gauge to 20°, and saw the top angle on each piece. Then, scrollsaw the ornamental bottom brackets. Drill the blade start holes, and complete the inside cutouts first. Then, saw the outside line. A #7 blade (.043 x .016" with 12 teeth per inch) cuts the 3/4" cedar nicely.
3 Cut a 3/4 x 9 1/4 x 15 1/2" piece of stock for the lid (B) and top (C). Saw a 20° bevel on one edge. Rip a 2" strip from the beveled edge to make the top, then rip the remaining piece to 7" for the lid.
4 Cut parts D, E, and F to the sizes shown. When crosscutting these parts to length, use a miter-gauge extension and stopblock to ensure that they're all the same.
5 Referring to the Side Section View and Exploded View drawings, saw a 20° bevel on the top edge of the back (D) and front (F) to match the angle on the sides.
6 Photocopy the Back Lower Edge pattern, and adhere it to the unbeveled edge of part D. Using the scrollsaw and a #7 blade, cut out the three inside areas, then saw along the outside pattern line.
7 Photocopy the Front Cutout pattern. Center it on the narrow face of part F, with the top adjacent to the beveled edge of the piece. Drill the blade start holes, and scrollsaw the letters.

Make the window
1 Cut a 4 1/2 x 11 3/4" piece of 1/8" thick clear acrylic. Two rabbeted cleats (G) retain the window inside the mailbox. To make them safely and easily, start with a 3/4 x 1 x 16" piece of stock. Plane or resaw it to 1/4" thick.
2 Set your tablesaw's blade to a cutting depth of 1/4". Position the rip fence 3/8" from the blade to cut a 1/4"-wide rabbet on the edge of the stock. Saw a 1/4 x 1/4" rabbet along one edge of the stock.
3 Rip a 1/2"-wide strip from the rabbetted stock, measuring from the rabbeted edge. Then, crosscut the two 4 1/2"-long window cleats (G) from the rabbetted strip.

Now, assemble the mailbox
1 Drill two 3/4" drainage holes in the bottom (E) where shown on the Exploded View drawing. Sand all wooden parts with progressively finer abrasive grits to 220 grit.
2 Hacksaw a 15 1/2" length of 1 1/4"-wide continuous (piano) hinge. (We used a brass-finished hinge.) Attach one leaf of the hinge to the unbeveled edge of the top (C), with the hinge pin adjacent to the wide face of part C. Attach the lid (B) to the other leaf.
3 Refer to the Exploded View drawing and the Side Section View, and dry-assemble parts D, E, and F between the sides (A). After checking the fit, glue the sides, back, bottom, and front together with weather-resistant glue. Clamp until the glue sets.
4 Place the assembly facedown, and glue the cleats (G) into place. The rabbets open toward the front to hold the clear acrylic against the inside of part F.
MAILBOX

5 Now, install the assembled lid and top by gluing the top (C) into place. Center it from side to side on the box assembly, and keep the back edge flush. The 20° slope makes clamping difficult, but a few wraps of masking tape around the glue-up will hold it until the glue sets.

Finish it, and hang it on your house
1 Apply a clear exterior-grade finish. Take care to cover all inside and outside surfaces.
2 After the finish dries, lay the mailbox on its back on a piece of scrapwood, and open the lid. With a portable drill and 3/8" bradpoint bit, drill mounting holes through the upper corners of the back. Drilling through from the inside after assembly places the holes where you’ll be able to drive screws through them easily when you hang up the mailbox.
3 Hold the mailbox in position on the mounting surface. Level it, using a carpenter’s level or by reference to a horizontal siding line, and mark the mounting-hole positions. For attachment to wood (or siding over wooden sheathing), drill 3/8" mating holes in the wall for #8 screws. Otherwise, drill holes for plastic or metal screw anchors, following the manufacturer’s instructions.
4 Attach the mailbox to the house with #8 panhead sheet metal screws of suitable length and flat washers. Use zinc-plated or stainless-steel screws and washers for rust-resistance. If you installed anchors, hang the mailbox with screws of the type and length specified for the particular anchor.
5 Remove the protective covering from the clear acrylic. Finally, slide the acrylic window into place behind the letters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Finished Size</th>
<th>Matl. Qty.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A sides</td>
<td>3/4&quot;</td>
<td>7/8&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B lid</td>
<td>3/4&quot;</td>
<td>7&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C top</td>
<td>3/4&quot;</td>
<td>2&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D back</td>
<td>3/4&quot;</td>
<td>10 3/4&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E bottom</td>
<td>3/4&quot;</td>
<td>6&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F front</td>
<td>3/4&quot;</td>
<td>6&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G cleats</td>
<td>1/2&quot;</td>
<td>1/2&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Start with oversized material, then cut to finished size in accordance with how-to instructions.

Material Key: C—cedar

Supplies: 1/4" x 4 1/2" x 11 3/4" clear acrylic, 11 1/2" x 15 1/2" continuous hinge, weatherproof glue, exterior finish.

Project Design: David A. Shee
Photographs: John Hetherington
Illustrations: Roxanne LeMoine
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In Traverse City, Michigan, there's a group of woodworkers quite unlike any you'll find anywhere—they help maritime history live again.

For hundreds of wooden ships and boats, the Great Lakes became a graveyard. But through the efforts of a group of dedicated volunteer woodworkers, some have and will escape that fate to continue sailing before the wind. The Welcome is one of them.

She's a sailing ship, a 1774-vintage wooden sloop that once prowled northern Lake Michigan's Mackinac Straits under the British flag. Today, however, her wooden hull acts as a beckoning beacon to men and women of diverse backgrounds who happily muster at her once, twice, and more each week to grind away at the lengthy task of restoration.

The goal of Traverse City, Michigan's Maritime Heritage Alliance (MHA)—to which these volunteer workers belong—is to have the Welcome under sail in two years. (See box, page 72, for more on MHA and its many activities.)

History's helping hands
Paul Ohs, a patternmaker until his retirement a decade ago, worked on an earlier project, the 92' schooner Madeline, and now contributes two or three days per week to the Welcome. "I learned about the Madeline in the fall of '85 when they had just laid the keel," Paul recalls, grinning. "So I came by in the spring of '86 and worked until it was finished. Seems that I came down here for a day and stayed five years!"

What does Paul do on the Welcome? "Whatever the boatbuilder wants me to do," he happily replies. "Right now, this is my project, my baby." Paul points to the long, stout mast on the ground before him. "It's all Doug fir, but the part that was below deck has some dry rot, so I'm going to cut out the bad spot and make a patch using a scarf joint because it has to be tight. And a proper scarf has to be 6 to 1. That is, 6" in length for every inch of depth." Paul goes...
on to tell about why he likes his work on the Welcome: “It keeps me in touch and in tune with my past and my trade, plus all the good friends I’ve made. It’s motivating.”

Bob Core, a retired electrical engineer and one-time local boatyard owner, now directs the Welcome’s extensive restoration, as he did MHA’s other boat-building activities. He explains the current project. “We’re now—and will be for some time—replacing the old Doug fir futtocks of the frames (see the ship’s frame in the photo below) with ones of 3”-thick, air-dried white oak that have been treated with Copenol [a preservative produced by Sherwin-Williams]. You see, all the futtocks and frames below waterline had developed rot. We have to replace them all along the 55’ length of the ship.”

The boatbuilder adds how his volunteer woodworkers will also beef up the frame members in width. That will, in the end, bring the frames closer together—about 28” apart rather than the original 36”. “She’ll be really seaworthy, then,” says Bob.

But the reconstruction is no easy task. Below the “thick-stuff,” the long horizontal buffer plank that runs from bow to stern just above the waterline, lies the outboard planking. Each of the edge-joined, 2x6” white cedar planks, if still sound, must be carefully removed to reveal the rotted frames beneath. This requires drilling out the covering plugs, then unscrewing the dozens of attaching lag bolts at every frame. Tedious, but necessary work. The damaged futtock in the frame can then be replaced or repaired, a procedure that requires working from both within the hull and without, and lots of tiresome measuring, trimming, fitting, and retrimming. That’s because the oak futtocks are more than just stout boards.

“ ‘To follow the curve of the ship’s planking on the hull,’” says Bob, “ ‘each piece of oak that will become a futtock must be sawn for an exact fit. That means changing the angle of the bandsaw a few degrees for each inch along the curving length of the futtock. And in some places, depending on the curvature of the hull, the cutting angle must change in two directions. It can be frustrating!”

And MHA workers can’t waste wood. The 2,000 board feet of 12/4 air-dried white oak they saw the futtocks from was a donation by a sawmill on Grand Traverse Bay’s Beaver Island. It should be enough, they think, if Bob Core takes advantage of each board’s potential yield.

**Good fellows to fit the futtocks**

Most woodworkers with no past involvement in boatbuilding would be surprised at what goes on at the Welcome’s restoration site. Clete Plamondon, a retired Traverse City businessman and maker of classic furniture, sure was, at first.

“We beat stuff up something fierce,” laughs Bob the boat-
Clete Plamondon shapes a 3"-thick piece of white oak at the old bandsaw.

The lag bolts that hold the planking on, he explains. “But that’s what I come down here for, to assist the best I can, do something different, and enjoy the people.”

Over at the planer, a workhorse of a machine that looked as if it had been salvaged from a scrap-iron pile, Bob Denyes guides an oak futtock through. The darkly tanned, former machinist will take an 1/8" off each side of the 12/4 rough-sawn stock.

“I moved up here in ’92 from the southern part of the state,” Bob says, pausing and stepping back from the planer. “My wife and I didn’t know anybody. Then, one day we went aboard Madeline for a tour and really liked the ship and the story behind it. So we joined the Alliance [MHA]. Since then, we’ve met hundreds of people it seems.”

Bob removes the oak from the machine’s outfeed table, turns it over and carries it to the infeed. “When I come down here, usually Mondays and Tuesdays, my wife works at the MHA office. At home, I make furniture and knickknacks for the grandkids. But here, I do whatever I can.”

In the MHA workshop, a weathered building built of boards that had seen use elsewhere (see photo, next page), sawdust lies everywhere. So do oak futtocks, ropes, tired machinery, cans of preservative, and a contrasting bright, varnished bowsprit off the Welcome against a wall.

Jim Peacock smooths a piece of wood at the stationary sander. His carpenter’s belt identifies the trade he once practiced full-time. “It’s a great place to work, right here on the bay,” he announces. “And there’s lots to be done, not including the ship. I’m repairing a part of a shop-window frame.”

Bob Core steps into the shop, looks about, and says, “It seems that boatbuilders are always looking for some magic solution. Well, with what we’re doing to the Welcome, 5200 and Cuperoxin seem to answer our needs.”

He explains that 5200 is a moisture-cured polyurethane adhesive caulking compound manufactured by 3M. It’s used to fill knot holes in the white oak and to caulk planking seams. Cuperoxin, brushed on, preserves the wood. Bob, without much thought, also describes a want list of tools and equipment to make the job easier. “We could sure use a 20-22” bandsaw to set up inside the hull. Then, we need a big disk grinder, and an old heavy-duty jointer that can take at least an 8”-wide board.” Leaning his chin in his hand, he looks about the shop. “Some air tools would be a big help, and a good compressor. Then, a big, industrial drill press that can take tapered bits, and a 12” tilt-arbor tablesaw.”

Suddenly, a form fills the doorway. It’s Pete DeCamp. He wipes his brow with a bandanna, then takes a sip of water from the chilled supply. He’s been painting up on the scaffold that clings to the Welcome’s starboard side. And according to his workmates, doing one heck of a job refreshing the ship’s bold yellow and black colors. “You know,” Pete says softly, “for forty years I was a civil engineer and dreamed of working with my hands.”

Continued
Recapturing the days of sail

The Maritime Heritage Alliance was founded as a nonprofit organization dedicated to preserving the maritime history of the upper Great Lakes region. Edwin Brown, a retired city planner, was a founding member and former MHA president. He recalls the group’s beginnings:

“I grew up in Michigan’s Upper Peninsula always wanting to sail,” Ed says. “Sometime after I had retired and moved to Traverse City, I was reading about a group in another part of the state that wanted to build a replica of a historic Great Lakes’ sailing schooner. They were dickering with a Traverse City boatbuilder by the name of Bob Core to draw the plans. Because I was a maritime history buff, I thought I should see this man.”

He did. And according to Ed, the two talked for hours about wooden boats, lake history, and boatbuilding. “Bob finally said ‘What this town needs is a wooden boat show!’” That October they had one. That was in 1980, and it became an annual event.

By 1982, Ed and Bob had been joined by several others who were interested in old wooden boats, too. So they decided to build one—a replica of a Mackinaw boat, a type of small 1800s sailing vessel popular around the Straits of Mackinac for fishing and transportation. “To build the 20’ Gracie L. [as they named the Mackinaw boat], we needed a formal organization to raise funds,” Ed explains. And the Maritime Heritage Alliance was born. The Gracie L. was launched two years later.

In 1985, MHA tackled a more ambitious project in the Madeline, a replica of a 92’, twin-masted schooner that plied the lakes as a commercial vessel during the mid-1800s. By the time the Madeline was launched in 1990, 165 volunteers had donated 40,000 hours to her creation and spent $500,000 in construction. Now the Madeline, with a volunteer crew of MHA members, sails the Great Lakes as the official goodwill ambassador of her port city.

By comparison to the Madeline, a much smaller project, the 33’ sloop Witchcraft was carefully restored by MHA in 1992. Although lacking the historic depth of the first two boats, the sleek Witchcraft (shown under sail above) represents the design inspiration of a local boatbuilder, William A. Livingston, whose widow donated the craft. MHA craftsmen reworked the teak decks and white-cedar planking.

Lovingly restored by volunteer craftsmen, the 33'-long, low-silhouette, wooden sloop Witchcraft is once again a race horse on Grand Traverse Bay.

MHA’s current project, the armed sloop Welcome, marks the first large-scale restoration of a truly historic Great Lakes craft. The present Welcome, a replica of the original, was commissioned by the state of Michigan for the nation’s 1976 Bi-Centennial. The original ship was built by fur trader John Askin in 1774 to haul cargo. It was then purchased by the British in 1779 and sailed as a fighting vessel until it sank in a 1781 storm.

Prior to the replica ship’s problem with below-waterline decay, the Welcome was docked in Mackinaw City, Michigan, and drew over a million visitors. But unseaworthy, the sloop could only be sunk as an attraction for scuba divers or given away. That’s when MHA stepped in.

After negotiation with the state, MHA bought the damaged sloop for $1 and moved her to the present construction site at the Michigan Maritime Academy pier on the shores of Grand Traverse Bay. The scenic lakeside work area (open to the public) is kindly provided by Northwestern Michigan College’s Board of Directors.

For more information on MHA, write:
Maritime Heritage Alliance
P.O. Box 1108
Traverse City, MI
49685-1108.
The kits arrive! Larry Johnston, Cheryl Cibula, Bob Settich, and Jim Harrold share the glee that goes with no broken parts.

Do woodworkers buy kits? We can’t speak for all of them, but when the opportunity came up for four members of the WOOD magazine staff to order some kits, then build the items, nearly everyone wanted in. Here are the experiences of those who took part.

Lottery-fashion, the names of the kit builders for this article where drawn from a hat. The agreement: Those selected would pick one kit priced around $150 from a catalog (also drawn from a hat, each supplier realizing that the kit would be for used as the basis for an article). Each participant would build that item, report what it was like, and have their photo taken somewhere during assembly, then with their finished kit. For their time and trouble, they got to keep what they made.

About our kit builders
Just so you’ll better understand the comments of our kit builders (shown above), here’s a little background on each of them:

• Cheryl Cibula, graphic designer. Cheryl designs WOOD magazine’s Shop Tips, Products that Perform, Finishing Touches, Ask WOOD, and other pages. Admittedly a novice-level woodworker, Cheryl had made a few things in the WOOD magazine shop prior to attempting the kit—bandsawn boxes and a few small turnings.

• Jim Harrold, managing editor. Jim’s woodworking skills exceed the intermediate. When he’s not editing copy and checking project drawings, Jim works in his shop building niceties for his home.

• Larry Johnston, special-interest editor. Charged with presenting woodturning, carving, scrollsawing, and small projects to our readers, Larry does a variety of woodworking. But he never gets to build anything as large as the kit he ordered.

• Bob Settich, senior writer, Weekend Woodworking™. Bob creates the articles that appear in our bimonthly sister publication. He’s quite a woodworker, too, and once owned a mail-order company that specialized in woodworking supplies.

Now that you have met the participants, read on for their kit encounters. Who knows? You might want to try one, too.

(WOOD MAGAZINE FEBRUARY 1996)
KIT FURNITURE

The 20-minute table
Given his considerable woodworking credentials, Larry was a bit of a ringer for a kit builder. Yet, his chosen project was the simplest to tackle of all the kits that were ordered. Here’s what he had to say about it:

“The table kit came in a substantial-looking box, with the legs and pedestal packed with bubblewrap and corrugated cardboard. Thin plywood protected the tabletop.”

With protection like that, the kit parts arrived unscathed. And as Larry reported, unpacking them was equally impressive.

“The pedestal, the first piece I unpacked, was great to behold. Its staved cylinder showed good grain and color matching, and first-class turning with sharp details. There was no chipping or end-grain tearout, and the surface felt as if it could be finished with practically no sanding. And that was the same for the top, with its edge profile already cut.”

Larry noted the manufacturer’s care in dealing with the possible effects of humidity in various areas of the country. “According to the information sheet, the top’s edge had been coated with Nelsonite, a surface sealer used to negate any changes in the relative humidity no matter where it was sent. I had to sand it off the top before finishing.”

Assembly, Larry claims, was a snap. “Pretty much a matter of removing and reinstalling four bolts and tightening six nuts onto studs. The whole job took about 20 minutes, using just a ½” open-end wrench and a ratchet with a ½” socket,” Larry said.

So what is his appraisal of the kit? “The assembled table is solid shape. Cheryl liked that the parts were numbered, the kit was guaranteed, and there was a phone number to call for help. It turned out she needed the number. “A drawer knob was missing. They quickly sent me one.”

Perhaps because she’s a graphic designer, Cheryl thinks the directions could have been helped a lot with a few more illustrations and reference points. “The directions explained how to install the drawer slides and guides, but it was confusing without an illustration,” she emphasized.

A woodworking mission
In addition to the number of available kits that appealed to her, Cheryl was impressed by the skill-level rating that Grand River Workshop gives each of them. And she readily admitted that the kit she chose was above her woodworking level. “But with the occasional help of my coworkers, my phone stand became a great learning experience,” she said.

Protective packaging is all-important in the mail-order business, and Grand River Workshop doesn’t take exception. Everything arrived in perfect condition.

After spending about three hours sanding the parts, then dry-fitting them, she was ready to glue. “I was warned that my kit required a fair amount of clamping experience, which I found to be true,” Cheryl commented. “I had a hard time getting one of the sides to square up and get help.”

To that lesson, Cheryl added another: How to deal with warped wood. “The bottom shelf was ever so slightly warped—enough not to fit in the side dadoes. I ended up taking off a tiny bit on the tablesaw.” She also
Two tools, a few minutes, and just a tad of sanding, and Larry’s table was ready to finish.

broken, even though the package contained glass and a mirror.

Confusion began with a parts’ inventory. “There were washers missing, and dowels included that weren’t on the bill of materials—the dowels ended up being too short, anyway,” he reported. There was a pleasant surprise, though. Glue came with the kit. Then there was a bit of disappointment. A walnut piece destined for a clock foot didn’t match the others in color.

When Jim got to the instructions, confusion reared its head again. There were two sets—on the same sheet of paper! It seems that a revised set of instructions, as well as a new exploded-view drawing, were printed on the back of the old version. On top of that, important gluing and clamping instructions were omitted, he noted with some disappointment.

The instructions did suggest dry-fitting the parts before gluing. “This turned out to be good advice because the machined grooves in the posts for the glass and mirror didn’t line up perfectly with the base and top,” Jim recalled. Considerable sanding was required to remedy the situation. He also had to widen the pre-drilled pilot holes to avoid splitting the walnut, but that was an easy enough task.

What about Jim’s satisfaction level? “The end result is as beautiful as the photograph in the Klockit catalog, but achieving it took considerable tinkering and problem solving,” he said. “More precise machining of parts and one set of updated instructions would do wonders to make this a frustration-free kit.”

Jim’s kit: 400-day crystal anniversary clock, No. 34518, $189.95 ($8.95 shipping). From Klockit, P.O. Box 636, Lake Geneva, WI 53147. 800/556-2548. Free catalog.

Cheryl learned much about clamping and squaring with her telephone-stand kit.

had a problem with the drawer fitting too tightly. A little sanding took care of that.

So how did it go overall? Cheryl’s tickled. “After building this, I think that it’s a great way for someone to gain woodworking knowledge and have a nice project to show for it. In fact, I’ll probably need another piece.”


Continued
Shaping up Shaker
Like the other kits we received, Bob’s clock from Shaker Workshops arrived in great condition, carefully cushioned in a sturdy box. Bob’s initial inspection of the parts showed that the solid cherry parts had been carefully selected, with consistent color and figure. In particular, the cherry plywood back panel had bookmatched veneers—a quality touch. The four pages of directions contained one photo and two drawings.

Despite the completeness of the instructions, Bob encountered difficulty in assembly, particularly the trim pieces of the door. Here’s how Bob described it:

“The directions warned that patience and precision are required for a successful result.” I did a quick dry-assembly of the mitered door-trim pieces and found that the miters didn’t fit. After a session of attempted clamping, I finally decided that it was futile because of inaccuracies in the miters. The joints simply would not close tightly.”

Bob could have filled the gaps with wood putty, but that would have been unsightly. Instead, he called Shaker Workshops to check their customer service. “The people I spoke with on the telephone were very polite, and they agreed to send a new door panel and mitered trim pieces at no charge.

The parts arrived by UPS second day air delivery.”

The new trim pieces fit better, but were a bit too long. So, Bob clamped the assembly to a plywood backing board and carefully hand-cut through each joint with a fine-toothed backsaw, then glued-up the assembly. At this point a new problem arose. “The vertical door-trim pieces were now slightly too short,” he explained. “I got a piece of cherry, resawed and planed it to make all-new door-trim pieces.” The balance of the assembly was less harrowing. His conclusions:

“I frankly did not expect that a kit-furniture project would be so challenging or require me to do so much woodworking. Builders without access to a well-equipped shop would have had to settle for some poorly fitting joints.

“Advice? Check the kit supplier’s refund and parts-replacement policies before you order, because they may all differ. Test-fit the parts before assembly. If they don’t fit, call for new ones. If those don’t fit, consider returning the entire kit.”

Bob’s kit: Wall clock, No. F322, $125 ($6.65 shipping). Shaker Workshops, P.O. Box 1028, Concord, MA 01742. 800/840-9121. Free catalog.

So that’s how it went with the WOOD® gang and kit furniture. Despite some gripes, you can bet each of them would accept another kit-building challenge.

The wonderful selection of cherry in Bob’s Shaker wall-clock kit didn’t help it go together any easier.

Jobs well done. The kit builders stand by their handiwork: a 400-day crystal anniversary clock, a mission-style telephone stand, a tilting pedestal table, and a Shaker wall clock.

Written by Peter J. Stephano Photographs: John Hetherington
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New Sears vacuum features detachable blower

In our last test of shop vacuums (see the April 1995 issue) the Sears 16-gallon model 17700 scored a healthy 9 out of a possible 10 points for overall value. But the new top-of-the-line model, Sears 16-Gallon Wet/Dry Vac with Detachable Blower, tops the old model in performance, versatility, and ease of use.

The rolling cart comes with two large fixed wheels in the rear and swivel casters in front that make it practically tip-proof. The back of the cart contains a molded tool caddy that holds up to five accessories. And for easy dumping, you can quickly remove the 16-gallon canister from the cart.

On the old Sears shop vacuum, the lid locks were placed under the handles. This occasionally caused the lid and motor to fall off when you picked the vacuum up by the handles. On the new machine, separate handles and locks eliminate the problem.

The part of this new machine I found most valuable, however, is the detachable blower. The motor and exhaust port are molded into a single piece that locks on the top of the vacuum. Flip one latch and you can take the unit off. Attach the cone-shaped nozzle and you've got a powerful, portable blower. You can use this device to clean off projects and blow sawdust out of power tools. The blower also comes in handy for clearing away leaves and grass clippings.

By beefing up the new motor to 12 amps, and by improving the fit and air tightness of the lid and the seals, Sears made the company's most powerful shop vacuum yet. The only thing I don't like is that the motor creates the same loud, shrill whine as the older models.

The new Sears vacuum costs $40 more than the previous top-of-the-line machine. But given the detachable blower (a $60 value by itself) and all the other smart design features, I consider it the best value of all the shop vacuums I've seen for under $150.

—Tested by Bob McFarlin

PRODUCT SCORECARD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sears 16-gallon Wet/Dry Vac with Detachable Blower, model 17706</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Performance</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Price</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Value</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At Sears stores nationwide. To order or for information, call 800/377-7414.

Pneumatic detail sander removes material fast

Like the electric-powered detail sanders that I reported on in the November 1994 issue of WOOD® magazine, the Fein Air Triangle Sander has a small pad for sanding into tight spots. But the use of a pneumatic motor, rather than electric, makes a big difference.

The pneumatic Fein sander quickly impressed me with its aggressiveness. For a comparison, it took me 15 minutes to sand the nooks and crannies on one side of a dresser with an electric detail sander. The Fein blazed through the other side in just 5 minutes.

Had my compressor been able to satisfy the Fein's appetite for air, I might have accomplished this work even faster. My 6.4 cfm at 90 psi compressor had a hard time keeping up. The manual recommends a minimum of 7.6 cfm at 86 psi. You also might want to use an air compressor with a combination regulator/lubricator air-supply line. Otherwise, according to the manual, you have to stop and add a drop of oil to the machine every two minutes.

As for vibration, the Fein Air Triangle Sander felt about the same as the Bosch B7000 and the Ryobi DS2000, but less severe than the Ryobi DS1000. Like most pneumatic tools, the Fein makes a lot of noise, but this isn't too objectionable since the sander works so fast that it's never in your hands for long.

You can order this machine with either hook-and-loop or adhesive-backed sanding sheets. The manufacturer also sells a dust-collection kit for about $50, but this was not available at the time I conducted these tests.

Given the price, this tool may not be appropriate for every woodworker. And, bear in mind that a properly sized compressor will cost at least $500. But if you intend to refinish a houseful of ornate woodwork or a lot of large antiques, this machine's fast and aggressive sanding would save you enough time and effort to more than pay for itself.

—Tested by Bill Krier

PRODUCT SCORECARD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fein Air Triangle Sander</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Performance</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Price</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Value</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Powerful Thinking

Powerful thoughts bring powerful results. Watch our free demonstration video on the Robland X31 combination machine and you will see the powerful thought process that has gone into the design of this Belgian success story. Every woodworker's dream, combine:

- 12" Jointer/Planer
- 10" table saw
- 3, 3HP motors (German)
- Cast iron sliding table system
- Mortiser
- 50" rip capacity
- Shaper
- 20 seconds to change functions

Put the power in your hands today. Call (800) 234-1976, for your free demonstration video.

LAGUNA TOOLS
2265 Laguna Canyon Rd., Laguna Beach, CA 92651 • FAX (714) 497-1346

---

The New Grizzly G1023Z

Our new Model G1023Z preserves the Grizzly tradition of quality and value, but with some exciting new extras, all standard!

This new saw comes with the best aftermarket fence available. The Magna-Set™ Fence is the latest, most accurate fence you can find, with unprecedented repeatability. The patent pending Magna-Set™ Fence locks simultaneously at both ends without shifting and won't flex like the T-square designs.

Here are some other features that are offered as standard equipment:

- Front rail-mounted magnetic switch for easy access
- 4" dust port and clean-out
- New saw guard
- Beveled table edge
- Motor Cover
- T-slot miters
- 3 HP, 220V motor
- Triple V-belt drive
- Shipping weight: approx. 425 lbs.

Call for information: WEST OF THE MISSISSIPPI 1-800-541-5537, EAST OF THE MISSISSIPPI 1-800-523-4777

---

Simply the Best

For over 100 years, craftsmen have found Bessey clamps to be simply the best. Don't settle for less - use original Bessey clamps, available at local dealers across North America.

American Clamping Corporation
P.O. Box 399, Batavia, N.Y. 14021
1-800-828-1004 Fax 716-344-0025

American Clamping (Canada) Inc.
P.O. Box 490, Cambridge, Ont. N1R 5V5
1-800-265-8612 Fax 519-621-3442
An invitation for nesting birds to enjoy your garden in the spring. Designed to the National Audubon standards, with 4 separate nesting boxes, including fledgling ladders. Not only beautiful, but functional as well. Easy to clean after the nesting season. Will add charm to any garden. Build as a Christmas gift for family or friends. A real money maker for the Craft Shows. Call today.

**BIRD HOUSE**

PLANS $3.95, including S & H. Send check or money order or call 800-621-8221. Visa, Mastercard accepted
GOOSE POND MILL
P O Box 576, Great Falls, VA 22066-0576

**SHAKER PEGS**

**CANDLE CUPS**

**MUG PEGS**

$1.95 per 100, prepaid.
Wide selection of other wood products.
Catalog $1.00 or free with order.
Benny's Woodworks
P.O. Box 840, Dept. WD82
Shelbyville, TN 37160
1-615-884-8995 • 1-800-255-1335

**HARDWOODS**

EXOTIC & DOMESTIC
OVER 100 SPECIES
LUMBER • VENEERS • TURNING STOCK

WOODWORKERS SAMPLER
Discover the perfect wood for your projects
30 GORGEOUS WOODS
Standard collectors size 12" x 3" x 5 1/2"
Sanded smooth, labeled with the common and botanical names. Ideal for displays, use to test workability or finish, or just to experience and feel these beautiful products of nature.

**BOOK OF FINE HARDWOODS** Included
Provides geographic source, description, uses and availability for over 200 woods. Over 70 woods shown in full color. Charts compare physical properties, wood grain. A great reference tool!

**FREE CherryTree**

Woodcrafting Catalog!
Hundreds of hard to find Wood Parts, Clock Movements, Plans, Toys, Tools, Whirligigs, Paints, Brushes and more, at affordable prices with guaranteed quality & Fast delivery!

**MAKE IT MOBILE**

**WITH HTC MOBILE MACHINE BASES**

For a FREE Full-Color Catalog of HTC's Complete Product Line Call: 1-800-624-2027
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Woodworker’s Marketplace

Put some Uncommon tools to work for you and achieve Uncommon results!

Our tools are uncommon, and unmatched, in quality, variety and value. Over 60 pages of woodworking tools provide you with the largest selection of router tables and accessories available in the U.S., as well as, many other unique and useful tools. More than a catalog, it’s also a wealth of information that will enlighten and inform anyone who works with wood.

Call Today! 800-344-6657

WOODHAVEN
3523 W. Kimberly
Davenport, IA
52806-7126

Circle No. 1290

NEW! HIGH-SPEED EMBOSSE MACHINE

Woodmaster’s new embossing machine can be the start of your own high-profit millwork business ... or a welcome addition to your existing operation.

Embosed molding sells for $1 to $6 per lineal foot. You can produce this millwork at 25 feet per minute. Choose from hundreds of patterns including picture frames.

Call or write today for free facts:
1-800-821-6651 ext. AC5
Woodmaster Tools, Inc., Dept. AC5
1483 N. Topping
Kansas City, MO 64120

Circle No. 310

OVER 1500 PATTERNS

Huge variety of quality FULL SIZE woodcraft patterns!

Each Set Includes:
Full Size Patterns
Sketches
Step By Step Instructions
Picture & Tracing Techniques

FREE CATALOG
Send 50c for our most popular patterns & order today!

Each Set: $3.95

Circle No. 310

Wood Moisture Meter

Professionals and hobbyists can choose from 18 different Mini-Ligno moisture meters:

Versatile
Affordable
Sturdy
Over 100,000 units sold.

Also introducing New Mini-Ligno XL

For brochure contact:
Lignomat USA, Ltd. PO Box 30145
503/257-9977 800/227-2105 Portland, OR 97230

Circle No. 1250

Dunham Hardwoods
Specializing in Red Oak

- Kiln Dried Exotics & Domestic
- 22 Species in various thicknesses and grades
- Example: 4" x 6" Clear selected for color 4/4 Red Oak surfaced & straighted lined one edge
- $2.55/bd. ft. (100'') orders $2.75/bd. ft. (20'') orders
- Finish, wood pegs, buttons, hardwood dowels, etc.
- Shipped UPS or common carrier

Call or Write For Free Information
Phone: 712-643-5320 3365 130th St.
FAX: 712-643-2142 Dunlap, IA 51529

Circle No. 530

AMAZING SCROLLSAW FRETWORK PATTERNS

Easy to advanced designs

Clocks
Photo frames
Jewelry boxes
Candle holders
Furniture

FREE catalog
1-800-470-9090

Circle No. 475
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**Supergrit® SANDPAPER**

**HOOK & LOOP**
- 4" x 5 Hole: $10.00
- 5" x 5 Hole: $12.50
- 6" x 6 Hole: $17.50
- 5" Solid "E": $15.00
- 6" Solid "E": $18.00
- 12" Solid "E": $12.00

**BLUE ZIRCONIA**
- Best In The World
- 3/4" 35g Each

**DISCS**
- 5" P.S.A. 35g $1.75
- 6" P.S.A. 40g $4.50

**BELTS**
- 5/8" x 42" $1.75
- 6" x 48" $5.50

**SJÖBERGS OF SWEDEN**

- Europe's biggest manufacturer of traditional cabinet makers workbenches
- Full range to suit all requirements
- Contact Sjöberg USA for full color catalog and list of dealers

**Buckboard Bench Kit (Real Springs)**

- Kit includes: Authentically designed steel springs that give a little, steel arms and back rails, complete hardware and full-size plans with detailed instructions.
- 42"L x 22"W, 18"H to Seat, 30"H to Back
- Price: $149 (Quantity discounts available)
- Pre-cut & Drilled Oak: $70 Additional

**The Roudebush Company**
- PO Box 346A, Star City, IN 46985
- 800-847-4947
- Visa, MC accepted. Price includes shipping UPS

**Van Dyke's**

Presents a Catalog with supplies for upholstery, antique restoration, wood working, caning, brass hardware, carvings and many related trades!

46 Years in Creative Arts & Trades
Many Hard-To-Find Items!
SEND $1.00 FOR CATALOG TO:

**VAN DYKE'S REPAIRS**
- Dept. RD59885, P.O. Box 278
- Woonsocket, RI 02895

**Full-Size Professional Plan MORRIS CHAIR**

Build this comfortable chair with wide bow arms and adjustable 3-position back. An excel- lent example for the Arts & Crafts Style.
Dimensions: 33" wide, 36½" high and 38½" deep.

- Plan #724 (postpaid) $19.50
- Catalog (free with order) 3.00

**FREUD**
- 90-100 15 Pc. Router Bit Set $149.99

**RYOBI**
- OSM450 Oscillating Spindle Sander 757-807 $149.00

**GREAT ENCOURAGEMENT FOR SHIPRIGHTS!**

All gentlemen shipwrights and able bodied modelists who have a mind to provide for themselves amusement and satisfaction through the traditional craft of ship modeling, an opportunity now offers to acquire, through the minimal cost of one Colonial Dollar ($1.00), a catalog of fine and unique ship model kits, plans, books and fittings from the renowned company of Model Expo located in Mt. Pocono in the state of Pennsylvania.

**WOOD MAGAZINE**
- FEBRUARY 1996
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ABBREY TOOLS—The much-requested, long-awaited, you’d-better-hold-on-to-this-one-because-who-knows-when-we’ll-print-another tool catalog, is here. Paquet has been expanded to top branching pond tools and accessories—all at the lowest possible prices. Whether you are a beginning woodworker or an old pro you’ll find just the tool you need. Remember—if you can’t find it, we’ve got it! ABBREY TOOLS. $1.00. Circle No. 2.

SCROLL SAW, CRAFT & WOODWORKING CAT-
Alog—Our 58 catalog features the 7 models of HEINER Precision Scroll Saws, the consistent choice of professionals for accurate detailed cuts in all types of materials. Also included are Scroll saw blades and accessories are included. Also ZYLISS Portable Vise, ACCURA Benchtop Combination Machine, HEINER Lathes and Duplicators, METAL Working Tools, and PLANO Vertical Glue Press Information. ADVANCED MACHINERY. Free. Circle No. 3.

WILLIAM ALDEN CO.—The catalog everyone is talking about today! Direct mail “wholesale pricing” on tools and accessories for the woodworker, contractor and do-it-yourselfer... Fred, DeWalt, Delta, Porter-Cable, Milwaukee, Hitachi, Bosch, Stanley, Ryobi and more at unbeatable prices! Catalog WILLIAM ALDEN CO. Free. Circle No. 4.

TRANSPOWER, CP TOOLS INC.—A fine line of quality woodworking machinery, saws, planers, and more. Sand for free catalog. CP TOOLS INC. Free. Circle No. 15.

CLAYTON MACHINE—Sand curved pieces with ease. New American-made oscillating spindle sander features many unique details. Quality built, for a lifetime of enjoyable and dependable service. Dust collector hook-up, ground steel top, dynamical balance spindle with sealed oil-bath cam and quick change drums are all standard. Several models to choose from. Catalog CLAYTON MACHINE. Free. Circle No. 18.

HARBOR FREIGHT TOOLS CATALOG—The finest professional quality tools and equipment at the lowest price. GUARANTEED! Our NEW Woodworking catalog contains over 60 additional brand name woodworking tools & supplies. See why millions of woodworking professionals and Do-It-Yourselfers have shopped at Harbor Freight Tools for over 27 years. HARBOR FREIGHT TOOLS. Free. Circle No. 46.

GET TO THE FINISH LINE FASTER—with a Performax drum sander. Don’t spend hours with a hand-held belt sander. Sand ultra-quick, ultra-smooth in just minutes. Models start at $300 to $3495. Select the model that fits your budget and needs. New metal abrasive fasteners keep sanding effortless. Light weight. PERFORMAX PRODUCTS. $1.00. Circle No. 76.

RBINDUSTRIES, WOODWORKING TOOLS & ACCESSORIES—100% Made in USA. The NEW 1994-1995 RB catalog features all new HAWK Precision Tools, “4-in-1” Universal Woodplaner Systems, and 28” Variable Speed Drum Sander, 38” Drum Sander, the new NEW Panelmaster II Raised Panel Door Machine, Router Table, Accessories, Patterns, and Much More. When you buy from RBindustries, you’re saving big money by buying factory-direct from one of America’s premier woodworking tool manufacturers. We stand behind every piece of equipment with our exclusive 30-Day, Money Back Guarantee and 5-Year Warranty. Send today for your FREE catalog. RBINDUSTRIES, INC. Free. Circle No. 84.

MINI POWER TOOL CATALOG—Designed for easy reference, Ryobi’s “shock pocket” Power Tool Catalog includes over 600 pages of the most popular power tools categorized by type: bench top, cordless, hand-held and stationary models. It features individual tool photographs with specifications and clear descriptions that offer specific uses and benefits. Accessories are also listed. Send for catalog. RYOBI. Free. Circle No. 66.

THE ADVANTAGE—That’s what you’ll have over other woodworkers when you are using SECO MACHINERY. With choices of straight-line rip saws, wide belt sanders, dust collectors, power feeders and more, you’ll be ahead of the game with this woodworkers choice. So habla espanol. Dialect inquiries welcome. Send for catalog. SECO INVEST.

MENTO CO. Free. Circle No. 91.

TOOLS ON SALE—A division of Seven Corners Ace Hardware, Inc. offers a catalog of over 400 pages of the most popular brands of power tools available anywhere, all at discounted prices. Included are saws, planers, sanders, routers, drills and more. An additional feature to receive our catalog is to mention your name, address, city, state and zip code to Makita, Porta-Cable, Black & Decker, Dewalt, Freud, Bosch, Delta, and many more. Now introducing a full range of Wernbrand ladder tools. Tools on Sale! Sales division of TEN SEVEN CORNERS ACE HARDWARE, INC. $1.00. Circle No. 92.


TORMEK—Made in Sweden, is an advanced water cooled grinding system for all types of edge tools. The system includes; 1, to sharpen accurately and safely, electric planer knives, plane irons, chisels, turning tools, knives, scissors and axes. The SuperGrind stone works quickly without overheating the steel and the tool ideal for a razor sharp edge. TORMEK. Free. Circle No. 101.

HAND TOOLS

TOOLS THAT MAKE IT EASY!—Turning tools, carving tools, planes, scrapers, clamps, bits, everything you need for your woodworking. We think you can think of and then some, in Constantine’s 120-page full color catalog. CONSTANTINE’S. Free. Circle No. 110.

ELECTRIC RECIPROCATING TOOL—Cordless tool for professionals and do-it-yourselfers. All the tools you can think of and then some, in Constantine’s 120-page full color catalog. CONSTANTINE’S. Free. Circle No. 125.

IMPROVE YOUR WOODWORKING SKILLS!—Craftsmen around the world have discovered the secret of better quality work. The 72 page Japan Woodworker catalog is loaded with a huge selection of Japanese saws, waterstones, chisels, gouges, carving tools, planes, cutlery and garden tools. Send for 1982 catalog and all supplements for two years. THE JAPAN WOODWORKER. $1.25. Circle No. 720.

STAINS/FINISHES

PERFECT PEN POLISH—NEW Developer for pens for use with any kind of round or lathe turned object. Pen Turning Manual, everything you need to know from wood selection, turning of pen blanks, making supplies—many styles of mechanisms, unusual pen turning materials such as dyed stabilized burls and spalted woods. Send for catalog of woodturning made with WOOD PRODUCTS FOR WOOD. $1.00. Circle No. 230.

Advertising.
WOODWORKER'S RESOURCE

ADVERTISMENT

WOODWORKERS—Send for our color catalog with many exciting new plans available. Six styles of bed plans such as 2 Car Beds, Gingerbread Bed, Futon Sofa, Lounge and Bunk/Sofa Combo. New designs in Bookcases, Trestle Tables, A-T-Top, Rocking Glider, Small Garden Wishing Well, Bird Feeders and Bird Houses. We have added a Doll Cradle, Baby Cradle, Toddler Caster Horse and a variety of craft kits for the beginner to the more advanced. Material list, instructions and cutting diagram. SPECIALTY FURNITURE DESIGNS. $3.00. Circle No. 445.

WOOD TOY PATTERNS—Patterns for all ages including rocking horses, tractors, boats, planes and more. Our new catalog has many new patterns to choose from including plans and wheels. Send for new catalog today. TOYS AND JOYS. $1.00. Circle No. 465.

SHOP ACCESSORIES—Contains complete line of essential tools for the hobbyist and professional. Catalog. WILDWOOD DESIGNS, INC. Free. Circle No. 475.

LUMBER
QUALITY EXOTIC LUMBER/TURNING WOODS—We offer a comprehensive selection of fine quality exotic woods. Also available are mechanisms for making your own exotic woods into turned woods. Ebony, Kingwood, Tulipwood, Sengonwood, African Blackwood, Cocobolo, Bloodwood, FIGURED Maple, Spalted Maple, Paduk, etc. Unique and unusual turning woods are also available. Send for catalog. BEREAA HARDWOODS. $1.00. Circle No. 510.

ONE STOP WOOD CENTER—All exotic and hard turning woods. Also available are machine tools and lumber, many species. Specializing in 30 species in stock—all under one roof. Custom cutting services to your exact specifications with little or no waste at competitive prices! We specialize in bending, turning, and sibling. Send for catalog. BOULTER/PLOYWOOD CORP. Free. Circle No. 512.

LUMBER & VENEERS—The finest selection in the USA. Contains 150-page catalog features imported and domestic hardwoods, laminating blocks, mahogany veneers and more. Features two tables: Ash to Zebrano. Walnut, rotary and Gaboon ebony, octagon, paduk, maple, holly, purpleheart, bubinga, etc. Available for the discount dealer. Send for catalog. DUNHAM HARDWOODS. Free. Circle No. 513.

ATTENTION WOOD WORKERS—If you want to spend more time in your wood shop and less time shopping for wood, PROJECT-PAK is for you! Our catalog contains 50 PROJECT-PAKS of projects originally built in WOOD Magazine. Send today and enjoy hassle free woodworking. Catalog. HERITAGE BUILDING SPECIALTIES. $1.00. Circle No. 550.

EXOTIC IMPORTED & DOMESTIC HARD WOODS—Select from more than 100 different species of wood. Lumber, bowl blanks, turning squares and veneers. Samples (1”x 3”x 6”) are fully sanded, fully sealed. Ideal for collectors, craftsmen, furniture and cabinet makers. Send for catalog. Custom service on thin and thick stock manufactured. Satisfaction Guaranteed. Send for catalog. WOODWORKERS SOURCE. Free. Circle No. 568.

KITS
OUR QUEEN ANNE FURNITURE KITS—are ready to assemble and finish. They Include dining room chairs, a variety of occasional tables, and a personal desk. All are made in solid cherry, oak, walnut, and mahogany. We also stock brass feet and legs for every project. Complete information in our brochure packet. ADAMS WOOD PRODUCTS. Free. Circle No. 1002.

ATTENTION WOOD WORKERS—If you wish to spend more time in your wood shop and less time shopping for wood, PROJECT-PAK is for you! Our catalog contains 60 PROJECT-PAKS of projects originally built in WOOD Magazine. Send today and enjoy hassle free woodworking. Catalog. HERITAGE BUILDING SPECIALTIES. $1.00. Circle No. 1040.

INTRODUCING—A family-oriented company dedicated to returning quality, and good old fashioned fun to what a toy should be. We offer patterns, complete kits, or fully assembled toys made from poplar, basswood and New England hardwoods. Assemble onto your own or let us do it for you. We offer an extensive line of patterns, kits, and pre-cut wood and raw materials. Send for catalog. THE LITT LITTLE TOY MAKER. $2.00. Circle No. 1060.

SHIP MODELING—Historic Ship Modeling kits are ready to build! Our kits are pre-cut wooden parts, metal and brass fittings, cloth, sail, plans and instructions. Send for 80 page color catalog. MODEL EXPO, INC. $1.00. Circle No. 1075.

BUCKBOARD BENCH KIT—Kit includes steel springs that give a little, metal arms and back rails, hardware, and full-size instructions. New matching table top set. THE ROUDBUSH CO. 50¢. Circle No. 1085.

SHOP ACCESSORIES
ECON-ABRASIVES—Offers a complete line of sandpapers and woodworking related accessories. We custom make abrasive belts in any size and any grit. Catalog. ECON-ABRASIVES. Free. Circle No. 1229.

EASY DOES IT—with HTC’s power tool accessories, you save many man-hours, designed only with you, the dedicated woodworker, in mind. Make your machinery safer, increase the working area of your shop and accomplish nearly impossible tasks in a fraction of the time, quickly, accurately! Call or write for a complete listing. HTC PRODUCTS, INC. Free. Circle No. 1245.

WOOD MOISTURE METER—Avoid moisture defects such as cracking, warping, splitting, delamination. The pin-type moisture meter “Mini-Ligro” can read surface and core moisture in a matter of seconds, from veneer through heavy timbers. A flat surface is not necessarily required, thus the Mini-Ligro works on rough sawn lumber and curved or round pieces. A most versatile moisture meter, designed only with you, the dedicated woodworker, in mind. Send for free catalog. LIGNOMAT USA, LTD. Free. Circle No. 1250.

ROUTER SPEED CONTROL—Reduces speed electronically without reducing torque. Route at the speed that gives best results with the wood and bit you are using. Send for brochure. Standard operating speed 10,000 RPM. Less heat out—stays cool—burning less wear on bits—easy to use. Send for today for information. MILCOS LTD. Free. Circle No. 1251.

LAMINATING—Laminating your own lumber using our equipment and your insulated chamber. Dehumidification systems from 300 BF to 45,000 BF. Easy to operate equipment offers high quality kiln-dried lumber for projects of any size. These long-lasting, simple-to-use-the-Laminator can pay for themselves in one month! Send for free catalog. NYLLE STANDARD DRYERS, INC. Free. Circle No. 1260.

RESPIRATORY PROTECTION FOR WOODWORKERS—Airborne dusts which you do not wish to diminish the enjoyment of woodworking should be worn a respirator. Send for Rascal Health & Safety’s “Woodworker” brochure for information on Airline, Air-Mate 3, Breathe-Easy, Delta and Airstream protection. RACAL HEALTH & SAFETY, INC. Free. Circle No. 1286.

SUPERGRIT® SANDBLASTING & REFINISHING CATALOG—Close-out sheet—Belts (aluminum oxide, silicon carbide, garnet, zirconia); vacuum, sheets (cabinet, curoc, emery, non-loadable, waterproof, rolls (cloth or hook & loop), bowler turning and lathe supplies, dust masks, scuff pads, tack cloths, etc.). Send for free catalog. Circle No. 1287.

“WOOD-FRIENDLY™” L605 MOISTURE METERS—uses advanced electromagnetic wave technology to accurately measure wood moisture content from 0% to 30% to a depth of 6”. No nails to “abuse” wood and leave ugly holes. Check it out from bottom to top—just in seconds before you buy and avoid the headaches of splitting, warping, delaminating and failed glue joints. The Wagner L605’s pocket-sized sensor, easy-to-read digital display, and price make it a must for anyone working with wood. Literature. WAGNER ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS, INC. Free. Circle No. 1288.

UNCOMMON WOODWORKING TOOLS—American craftsman's quality router tables & fences, dowel jig, unique router biscuit joinery system, mortise machines, pin router, books, videos, commercial grade router bits and more. Buy from the manufacturer. Fast, friendly, knowledgable service. WOOD-HAven. $1.00. Circle No. 1290.

KEEP YOUR SHOP AND LUNGS CLEAN—Enjoy the benefits of a large yet mobile workbench. The Dust Eliminator Workbench removes dust from sanding operations and becomes available for use on other tools, common sense tells us that wood, even as dust, has weight and is affected by gravity making it more difficult to be collected above the workbench area. In fact, it is safer to collect dust particles at wrist level. The workbench top is made of selected and better grades of hard maple, the traditional choice of wood craftsmen. WOOD-MARK. $1.00. Circle No. 1295.

TO ORDER THESE BOOKLETS, USE COUPON ON PAGE 89
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At last... the ultimate workbench, downdraft table & complete air filtration system

Remove the dust before it can pass your face at a rate 3 times faster than the average ceiling-mounted unit! The Dust Eliminator Workbench collects dust at its source through a downdraft grid on its surface (for sanding) and a dust intake on the side (for airborne particles created by other shop tools). A generous 30” x 54” x 34” select and better grade hard maple work surface sits atop a powder-coated, heavy gauge steel cabinet.

The Dust Eliminator Workbench jittered with optional optional gauges.
- Locking casters support 960 lbs. and allow for easy movement.
- Powerful motor (930 CFM) exchanges air 17.4 times per hour in a 20’ x 20’ x 8’ shop
- GFI-protected convenience outlet
- 20’ power cord
- 34’’ working height
- Easy access to filters $869.00 + S&H (payment plan available)

Call toll-free 1-800-845-4400

WoodMark
Mailing: P.O. Box 211434 • Bedford, TX 76095
924 Airport Rd. • Rohnert, TX

America’s No. 1 Stain and Finish ALL IN ONE CAN.

Deft, Inc. Irvine, California (800) 544-DEFT, Alliance, Ohio (800) 458-DEFT

$12,900+ • PATENT PENDING • PROVEN CONCEPT

Hobby to Profit

"The ability to turn a hobby into an income producing venture while building net worth has greatly contributed to my motivation to succeed."
-Dave Raybeck, Furniture Medic Franchisee

Exclusive patent pending environmentally conscious restoration techniques allow Furniture Medic™ to restore wood and furniture damage/defects on site for a fraction of replacement costs.

We provide equipment, specialized training, kick-off marketing campaign, national advertising/accounts and continuous support.

Turn Your Hobby Skills Into Business.
Free video for qualified candidates. (800) 877-9933 or (401) 361-9933
Master and Unit Licenses Available Worldwide.
Be a Home Inspector
Earnings of up to $900 per day possible!

Train at home in your spare time...no previous experience needed!

Home inspection is one of the hottest career fields of this decade. Over 60% of all homes sold today are inspected for structural and mechanical defects...banks, mortgage companies and potential home owners want to know about a house before they invest their money. According to ASHI, Home Inspectors throughout the country are charging up to $300 per job, and many are performing three or more inspections per day. And there's plenty of opportunity for you to earn this kind of money, because the demand for Home Inspectors exceeds the supply. Once you've gained some experience and established your reputation as a top-notch Home Inspector, it's possible for you to start earning up to $500 a day!

Only ICS gives you training this practical, this complete. Our unique “Quick-Learn” method enables you to start making money while still training!

You get real-world instruction in all the important areas of home inspection. When you finish your training you'll be a skilled professional, confident in your abilities to deliver thorough “top to bottom” inspections. Step-by-step lessons show you how to inspect basements...crawl spaces...heating and cooling systems...electrical systems...plumbing...interior structure...attics...doors and windows...garages...exterior structure...grounds...appliances and much more. You're also taught about checking for pests, radon gas and other health hazards.

We give you special tools and test instruments to use during your training and later on the job. These include wire gauges, circuit analyzers, pocket caliper, punch/awl, screwdriver set, high-powered professional flashlight, inspection mirror, binoculars and more. Unlike many home inspection courses, we go beyond the mere technical aspects and teach you how to prepare special forms and reports that document your inspections. You'll be able to provide your customers with clear, detailed reports on your conclusions and recommendations about the property. You'll be amazed at how quickly the word spreads that you are an expert inspector who can be relied upon to deliver top-quality home inspections. Your business will grow by the day as more and more people request your services.

Whether you want a full- or part-time job or want to start your own Home Inspection business, ICS training is the fastest way to get started in this high-paying field.

With ICS you train at home, during the hours you choose. Keep your present job while you train for a better one. Everything is explained in plain English. And our tuition is the lowest of any Home Inspection correspondence course!

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY FOR FREE FACTS! OR CALL TOLL FREE!

Call Anytime—24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
Internet World Wide Web address: http://www.icslearn.com

SEND TODAY FOR FREE FACTS...

ICS LEARNING SYSTEMS
School of Property Management
Dept. AD85165, 925 Oak Street, Scranton, PA 18515

☐ Yes! I want to receive FREE FACTS about how I can train to be a Home Inspector!

Or choose another great ICS course. There's no obligation and no salesman will visit. CHECK ONE COURSE ONLY!

☐ 34 Real Estate Appraiser ☐ 09 Refrigeration
☐ 07 HVAC Repair ☐ 59 Drafting
☐ 14 Air Conditioning/ ☐ 25 Gun Repair
☐ Refrigeration ☐ 45 PC Fundamentals
☐ 27 PC Repair ☐ 04 Auto Mechanics
☐ 01 Computer Programming ☐ 61 Accounting (ASD Degree)
☐ 07 High School ☐ 33 Professional Locksmithing
☐ 31 Professional Locksmithing ☐ 72 Appliance Repair
☐ 53 Desktop Publishing & ☐ 66 Customer Service
☐ Design

Name ______________________ Age: ______
Address ____________________ Apt. #
City ______________________ State _______ Zip ______
Phone ______________________

Detc

This course adheres to the American Society of Home Inspectors (ASHI) Standards of Practice

ICS training is nationally accredited.
ICS is a member of the Distance Education and Training Council in Washington, D.C. whose accrediting commission is listed by the U.S. Department of Education as a nationally recognized accrediting agency.
THE BEST PLACE TO BUY YOUR TOOLS
☆ Save money on tools & accessories
☆ Get answers from factory reps
☆ Learn new skills at 14 FREE workshops
☆ Talk to other woodworkers
☆ Watch live demonstrations before you buy
☆ Discover new project ideas

• Jan. 5-7 North Jersey
• Jan. 12-14 Milwaukee
• Jan. 19-21 Columbus
• Jan. 26-28 Indianapolis
• Feb. 2-4 Washington, D.C.
• Feb. 9-11 St. Louis
• Feb. 16-18 Kansas City
• Feb. 23-25 Atlanta
• Mar. 1-3 Central Florida
• Mar. 8-10 Charlotte
• Mar. 15-17 Buffalo
• Mar. 22-24 Harrisburg
• Mar. 29-31 Massachusetts
• Apr. 12-14 Chicago
• Apr. 19-21 So. California
• Apr. 26-28 No. California

THE NATION’S LARGEST WOODWORKING SHOW TOUR

Call for Free Brochure: (800) 826-8257
8:30 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. Weekdays
GRAB-IT-AND-GO GLUE TOTE

If your shop gets too cold to store glue safely during the winter, this handy glue tote allows you to haul a half-dozen bottles between the shop and the house with one hand. You can build this project with the box joints shown in the photograph or rabbet the corners. If you choose the box-joint option, you'll need to change the length of part D to 12" and the length of part F to 13¾".

If you need directions for cutting box joints, see the article we published on page 77 of the August 1992 issue of WOOD® magazine for some tips. And for full-sized patterns of the box ends and handles, turn to the WOOD PATTERNS™ insert in the center of this issue.

Project Design: Bob Colpetzer
Illustrations: Roxanne LeMoine
Photography: John Hetherington

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Finished Size</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Qty.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>¾&quot;</td>
<td>4¼&quot;</td>
<td>12¼&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>¾&quot;</td>
<td>7&quot;</td>
<td>6&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>¾&quot;</td>
<td>1¼&quot;</td>
<td>6&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>¾&quot;</td>
<td>5¼&quot;</td>
<td>12¼&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>¾&quot;</td>
<td>3¾&quot;</td>
<td>5¼&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>¾&quot;-dia.</td>
<td>13¾&quot;</td>
<td>dowel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SEE THE WOOD PATTERNS™ INSERT FOR FULL-SIZED PATTERNS
FINISHING TOUCHES

Scrollsawing through the U.S.A. and Canada

If scrollsawing’s popularity ever wains, it won’t be due to neglect on the part of at least one manufacturer. Advanced Machinery Imports, Ltd., distributor of Hegner scrollsaws, has put together a program of hands-on scrollsawing seminars scheduled for nearly 75 U.S. cities and 30 Canadian ones during 1996. AMI’s year-old “Scroll America” series consists of one-day workshops taught by professional scrollsawyers. Participants learn to select the right blade, adjust tension, do turns and inside cuts, tackle bevel cuts and inlays, and other techniques. Students either rent saws or bring their own. Fees are $99 in the U.S. and $149 in Canada. Enrollment is usually limited to 10 students per class. For information and a schedule, call 800/220-4264 in the U.S. or 800/220-6545 within Canada.

Plan ahead, build ahead

You’ve still got eight months to craft an entry for WOOD’s magazine’s 1996 Build-A-Toy contest. Your entry benefits needy kids next Christmas, and you could win one of the more than $23,000 in tools and supplies we’re awarding as prizes. For details, see the October 1995 issue, or write Build-A-Toy, WOOD Magazine, 1912 Grand Ave., Des Moines, IA 50309-3379.

Monumental trees

Ecologists and microbiologists in England have an idea for easing overcrowded cemeteries and the pollution caused by cremation, and at the same time greening up their country, reports American Forests magazine. In their evolving concept, people would be interned under forest trees to help enrich the soil and grow the wood resource.

The plan envisions clients choosing their own trees and the type of wildflowers to be sown around the grave. The cost of such burial will run slightly more than the present $3,000 charge for cremation, due to the associated cost of forest management. If it were to happen, such a monumental forest would be situated somewhere in northern England.

The Iron Road used more wood than iron

Between 1850 and 1910, the number of miles of railroad track in the U.S. increased from less than 10,000 miles to more than 350,000 miles. Each mile of track required 2,500 crossties, and until the early 1900s, ties weren’t treated with preservative, so they had to be replaced about every five years. With the railroads’ growth, more wood was also needed for cars, bridges, trestles, fuel, and station houses.

Kane hardwoods stamped okay

Kane Hardwoods, a Pennsylvania-based division of California’s Collins Pine company, recently received a “well-managed” certification from Scientific Certification Systems. This means that Kane Hardwoods’ lumber (primarily cherry, red oak, and hard maple) may carry the environmentally friendly label shown above. Kane Hardwoods and its challenge of balancing timber management and wildlife was the subject of a WOOD magazine article several years ago. (See “King Cherry,” Issue 27, February 1989.)

Kane Hardwoods joins only five other timber producers that have so far received such certification—four in the U.S. and one in Mexico. The Oakland, California, environmental certifier sent a team of foresters, economists, wildlife biologists, and others to do the extensive field evaluation.

The northwestern Pennsylvania timber company manages 116,000 acres on the Allegheny Plateau. The company’s land represents one of the last large blocks of privately owned, contiguous forest left in the Northeast.
We're talking pleasure here. Precision.
Power. Wait 'til you get your hands on this high-
performance machine. It just gets better and better
around every turn. The Delta Q-3 18" Variable
Speed Scroll Saw. A scroller's dream machine.

Its Quickset™ II Blade Changing System is the
second generation of a Delta exclusive. The fastest
in the industry. No wrenches, no aggravation, no
wasted time while threading or changing blades.
You'll find it on no other saw.

The arched, graphite composite arm elimi-
nates vibration. So smooth and quiet you can
listen to the sweet sound of your blade cutting
wood, instead of your saw breaking the sound
barrier. And at the very tip of that graphite
arm you'll find the control switches. Right
under your nose, instead of having to fumble around below the table.

As you'd expect, the cast iron table
tilts to allow bevel cutting. But what you
might not expect is the fact that the
adjustable steel stand also tilts forward
to give you a better view of the job,
and just the right angle for comfortable
operation.

This one's ready to test drive right
now at your Delta dealer. If you're
ready to cut circles around the
rest, call us for the dealer near-
est you. Delta International
Machinery Corp., 800-438-2486.
In Canada, 519-836-2840.

Delta is proud to nationally
fund these two PBS
programs for woodworkers.
The New Yankee Workshop
hosted by Norm Abram and
The American Woodshop
with Scott Phillips.
The only truck with both Magnum Power and J.D. Power.

Now it seems that Dodge Ram isn't just part of the most powerful overall line of pickups on the planet. According to a J.D. Power and Associates survey of owners; it's also the most appealing pickup in America.

As the recipient of the prestigious APEAL award for performance, execution and layout, it's pretty convincing evidence that ignoring the rules of conventional wisdom is a very good thing to do.

It wasn't just the unmistakable look of Ram that people liked. It was the ideas and the execution they found in everything from the powertrain to the ergonomics and comfort of its interior.

Not only that, having a pickup that holds its resale value better than Ford, Chevy or GMC is pretty appealing too.**

Clearly, the J.D. Power and Associates APEAL award is good news to all of us here at the New Dodge. But it's also a powerful incentive to keep looking for rules that need changing. And to keep building cars and trucks that change them.

Want more information? Call 1-800-4-A-DODGE.
